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• Summary

The Tank Waste Science Panel met February 7-8, 1991, to 1_ review the latest data from the analyses
of the October 24, 1990, gas release from Tank 241-SY-101 (101-SY) at Hanford, 2) discuss the results of

i work being performed in support of the Hanford Tank Safety Project, and 3) be briefed on the ferrocya-
nide issues included in the expanded scope of the Science Panel.

The shapes of the gas release curves from the past three events are similar and correlate well with
changes in waste level, but the correlation between the released volume of gas and the waste height is not
as good. An analysis of the kinetics of gas generation from waste height measurements in Tank 101-SY
suggests that the reactior_ giving rise to the gases in the tank is independent of the gas pressure and inde-
pendent of the physical processes that give ':ise to the episodic release of the gases. Tank waste height
data were also used to suggest that a floating crust formed early in the history of the tank and that the
current crust is being made thicker in the zastern sector of the tank by repeated upheaval of waste slurry
onto the surface.

The correlation between the N20 and N2 generated in the October release appears to be 1:1, suggest-
ing a single mechanistic pathway. Analysis of other gas generation ratios, however, suggests that H2 a_ld
N20 are evolved together, whereas N2 is from the air. If similar ratios are observed in planned radiolysis
experiments at Argonne National Laboratory, radiolysis would appear to be generating most of the gases
in Tank 101-SY.

Data from analysis of synthetic waste crust using a dynamic x-ray diffractometer suggest that, in air,
organics are being oxidized and liberating CO.. and NOv Experiments at Savannah River Laboratory
indicate that irradiation of solutions containing NO_ anti organics can produce N20.

The Science Panel has been asked to examine the chemistry and physics of waste in tanks containing
ferrocyanide. Members were briefed on the ferrocyanide process used in the 1950s to remove the 137Cs
from the Bismuth Phosphate wastes at Hanford and what is known about the chemistry of the process.
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I

Minutes of the Tank Waste Science Panel Meeting
February 7 & 8, 1991

* Introduction

The fourth meeting of the Tank Waste Science Panel (Science Panel) was held on February 7 and 8,
1991, at the Registry Hotel in Denver, Colorado. The agenda for the meeting is provided in Attach-
ment A. The list of those attending is given in Attachment B.

During this meeting the latest data obtained from the analyses of the crust samples, the gas analyses,
and other physical measurements taken during the October 24, 1990, gas release event from Tank 241-
SY-101 (Tank 101-SY), and the latest data obtained by the Science Panel members and the research

programs funded through Westinghouse _-IanfordCompany were presented and discussed. Also during this
meeting, the role of the Science Panel was extended to cover the ferrocyanide-containing tanks at Hanford.
To introduce the Science Panel members to this subject, several presentations were made.

Ali topics in the agenda were ali discussed but not in the order in which they appear in Attach-
ment A. In addition, two speakers were added to the agenda.

Day One of the Meeting

The first day of the meeting consisted primarily of presentations on the latest gas release event and
work performed at Pacific Northwest Laborato ta) Washm on' ''" ' • ry , ' gt State University, Westinghouse Idaho
Nuclear Co., Georgia Tech, Savannah River Laboratory, and Argonne National Laboratory. These
presentations were preceded by discussions on the expanded scope of the Science Panel, the charters of
other related task forces and panels, funding procedures, and coordination of research efforts.

General Panel Business

The final version of Chemical and Physical Processes in Tank 241-SY-101: A Preliminary Report (Tank
Waste Science Panel 1991), less the final cover, was distributed to those in attendance. The final cover
will have an artist's sketch of the SY Tank Farm on it.

Thom (T. H.) Dunning indicated that on Friday the scope of the Science Panel would be expanded to
include the ferrocyanide wastes. He requested that the Science Panel members suggest names of persons
having some expertise pertinent to the ferrocyanide issues who might serve on the Science Panel, Thorn
also suggested that a small group of people be assigned the task of writing a document that discusses the
literature relevant to the ferrocTanide issues and identifies the critical issues. The Science Panel members
thought this would be a good idea, especially in light of the success of the last survey report (Strachan,
Reynolds, Siemer, and Wallace 1991).

tL

ta) Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract
DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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One of the Science Panel members asked L. G. (Larry) Morgan to summarize the charters of the di

other task forces and panels that have been assembled to study the Tank 241-SY-101 and ferrocyanide
issues. Larry said that he would be willing to write a letter to the Science Panel n,embers explaining the
charters of the various panels and the role that the Tank Waste Science Panel plays in the overall effort to
understand the issues and the waste problems currently faced by DOE. In summary, Larry said that there P
are four committees/panels: 1) the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB), which was man-
dated by Congress, 2) the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facility Safety ("Ahern Committee"), which was
chartered by Secretary Watkins, 3) the High Level Waste Tank Task Force, which was chartered by
Mr. Leo Dully, and 4) the High Level Waste Technical Advisory Panel, which reports to the High Level
Waste 'Tank Task Force. The Tank Waste Science Panel was proposed by members of the PNL staff and
recommended by Mr. Dully to be funded through Westinghouse Hanford Company. The work of the
Science Panel has been noted by the other task forces/panels.

The Science Panel members then entered into a serious discussion about how the research recom-
mended by the Science Panel is being funded by Westinghouse Hanford Co. The contract for the work at
Argonne National Laboratory had recently been funded, but not without some lengthy discussions about
cost and schedule. The work at Georgia Institute of Technology had not yet been funded, lt was noted
that no steps had been taken to initiate the recommended experimental work on the physical phenomena
taking piace in the tank. There was substantial concern about the negotiation of the contracts. The
language in the contract was more appropriate for the purchase of a number of widgets than for the
funding of research. One clause that was particularly troublesome indicated that if the staff at Westing-
house was unhappy with the results of the research, they reserved the right to request their money back.
In part, the problems seemed to stem from the use of a contract that is inappropriate for funding research
and from the use of a government contract in which research is placed in a restrictive package. Some
changes at)pear to be needed in order to facilitate contracts for research on issues as important as the
issues associated with Tank 241-SY-101.

Another area of concern is that the research at the three institutions has become too narrowly
focussed. The Science Panel recommended a program with some overlap in the studies. This is needed to
provide a measure of quality assurance in research involving either new tectmiques or new applications of
old techniques. Each scientist approaches a problem from a slightly-to-dramatically different perspective.
Under normal circumstances, a result obtained by one researcher is checked by the work of another in the
normal course of scientific endeavor. Because of the seriousness of the issues associated with

Tank 101-SY and the limited time over which the research is to be performed, the program funded
through Westinghouse Hanford Company must contain this duplication in order for the results to have
maximum credibility. This is not currently being done.

Kinetics of Gas Generation and Crust Formation

In analyzing the kinetics of gas generation in Tank 101-SY, D. M. (Denis) Strachan decided to deter-
mine whether useful information was hidden in the waste height measurements that have been recorded
since the first waste was placed in the tank ia 1978. A brief description of his analysis of the kinetics of
gas generation as determined from the waste height measurements is provided in Attachment C. In his
presentation, Denis showed how the waste height measurements indicated that the gas generation rate was
constant with time between individual gas release events. This suggests that the reaction giving rise to the
gases in the tank is independent of the gas pressure and independent of the physical process that gives rise

Ili_w,,,.llrp,,,ir ,., _r ,,._, .... q,rl " ,,,,l',"......... r_,',,.' '_, ..... _,,,'" "liP"" Hr]'_P'"'rll ,=,,,i,m,,,_, ,,,,,,.ll,'ll ,,,,H ,,,,I..... 'rlr_'r'i' rq"'_Ila'il"lI'l,ll_,rll.... ,,n,,'p llVllp,,. ' 111111,111,_, ", I!,lp,_,'' "''11 ,'"l'ill'[lllllr'"' ii _rpllm_,''. .....
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,t to the episodic release of the gases, In other words, the physics of the system give rise to the collection
and episodic release of gases that are being generated through a chemical mechanism that appears to be at
steady state.

Q
In addition, Denis suggested that, over the temperature range observed lhr the waste near the bottom

of the tank, the rate appears to be independent of temperature, although the temperature variations are
small and the height measurements imprecise. Assuming an activation energy for a first order reaction
that is equal to the activation energy determined by Delegard (1981) or D. D, (Duane) Siemer (see Attach-
ment F), one would expect to see curvature in the tank height data between gas release events. Instead, he
observes that the data are linear with time and that the standard deviation in the slope of most of the lines

through the data is less than 3%.

Denis then plotted the slopes of the lines determined from one gas release event per year since 1984
against the time since the gas release events were first observed (1984 = 0 days). At first the data

appeared to be too scattered to draw many conclusions. However, he suggested that the rate of gas gcr>
eration may have increased during the period of ,'til' lancing. The data are also consistent with a decreasing
rate in the long term that is linked to the decay of either 137Cs or 9°Sr. While both of these observations
need to be investigated further, they arc important clues to the mechanisms by which the gases are gener-
ated in Tank 101-SY. For instance, these observations are consistent with two mechanisms - one driven by

radiolysis and the other by the chenaical mechanisms. In one case the primary radiolysis reactions are rate
limiting and in the other a key rate limiting species in the radiolytic process is generated by a chemical
reaction.

After attending several meetings in which crust-related subjects were discussed and after looking over
the waste height measurements as obtained with the Food lnstrunmnt Corporation (FIC) gauge and the
manual tape, Denis noted a trend in the data thai was suggestive of the mechanism by which the crust is
formed, Hc noted thal the gauges read nearly lhc same as when they were removed in November 1990
and replaced with newly calibrated instruments, This indicated thai the data collected earlier were reliable.
He plotted the (liffcrence between lhc height as measured using the FIC gauge and the height measured
using the naanual tape. The vet3' early data (first four data points in Figure 12, Attachment C) suggest
thai a crust formed very soon after the first waste was added to the tank in 1978. Three more additions
were made over the next 12 months and yet the rnanual tape measurements yielded higher waste heights
than did the FIC (a negative difference between the FIC and the manual tape). The difference remained
negative until shortly after the last addition of waste to the tank in 1980. Soon after the last addition, the
episodic release began and the difference between the FIC and manual tape readings began tc) increase.
Because the manual tape readings afler 1984 have not yet been made available to Denis, he has been
unable to continue the analysis to I11opresent day. However, the current difference between the FIC and
the manual tape is about +20 inches,

,t This information, along with the gamma scans and the pictures of the waste surface in the tank, is
consistent with a model in which part of the crust forms by ejection of liquid waste from below the crust

onto the top of the crust predominantly in the eastern to northeastern sectors of the tank, This would
account for the observed high gamma activity in the crust area (see Attachment E) and l'or the high FIC

gauge readings relative to the manual tape readings. Additional data will be analyzed when they are
received.

t
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umerical Simulation of the Thermal Profile in Tank 101-SV o

Aft PNL, numerical simulations have been carried out by R, T. (Rudy) Allemann and co-workers out
using the TEMPEST code,. The material was presented by D, S. (Don) Trent and included color vu-graphs
and a video, neither of which are reported here, Several assumptions were used irl generating these stmu- p
lations because the correct algorithms have not been included in the TEMPEST code nor are these
changes being funded. Tt_e heat load in the tank was assumed to occur near the bottom of the tank. A
fixed particle size distribution was assumed and these particles were assumed to settle at a constant
velocity. Don said that a settling velocity of 0.1 ft/s was too high to explain the changes in the thermal
profile that were observed in Tank 101-SY on October 24, 1990, Good results were achieved with a
settling velocity ot 0.01 ft/s. These calculations, therefore, give an order of magnitude estimation of this
important physical parameter.

The calculations carried out by Rudy and his co-workers indicate that they can simulate the thermal
profile of the tank reasonably weil. Their calculations suggest that the waste movement during a burp
occurs predominantly along the walls of the tank, but not ali of the waste from the lower portion of the
tank flows up the walls. Some of the waste breaks loose from the rest of the hot waste and can flow
upward from the point of the first instability. The time over which the waste turns over is ve.ryshort - c_n
the order of 30 to 50. This time is consistent with the observed times for the October 24 gas release
event.

Analysis of Synthetic Crust Using Dynamic X-Ray Diffraction

A portion of synthetic waste crust generated by D. L. (Dan) Herting (WHC) was taken to W. J. (Bill)
Thompson at Washington State University for analysis using a dynamic x-ray difl'ractometcr. Bill reported
on the use of this instrument and on the results from this sample of synthetic waste crust.

A dynamic x-ray diffractometer can bc used to obtain information on the crystalline phases present in
a sample as the sample is heated at a given heating rate. Since this instrument is operated in a similar
fashion to a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) oi' thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) instrument, the
results from the dynamic x-ray diffractometer c.anbe used to determine what phases arc present in a sam-
ple and correlate phase changes with the information on mass loss and heat input or output. In addition,
the instrument can be operated with air or with an inert gas in contact with the sample, and the gas phase
can be analyzed to determine which, if any, gases are being evolved as the sample is heated,

Bill showed results that indicated Na'NOa, NaNO 2, Na2CO 3, and Na2CO3.H20 (the latter identifica-
tion was tentative) are present at 90°C in the synthetic crust (see Attachment D). At about 200°C, melting
appears to occur. In a N2 atmosphere, the decomposition of the crust generates CO2 at 200°C and NO x at
about 300°C, The NOx is measured using a chemiluminescence detector that is not sensitive to N20. In
air, there is evolution of CO2 at both 200°C and at 300°C with the second peak being much larger than the _'
first. The evolution of NO x in air occurs at about 400°C and is larger than tb.e peak observed in N2. In
the DSC, there is an exothermic peak at about 200°C. The data suggest that in air the organics are being
oxidized and liberating CO 2 and NOx. More data are needed, however, especially the DSC measurements
of the synthetic crust in air.
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Data from the October 24, 1990, Gas Release Event

Results from the October 24, 1990, gas release event were divided into two parts, one presented by
D, L, (Dan) Herting (WHC, invited) and the other by D, A, (Dan) Reynolds (WHC), Dan Herring pre.
sentcd the results obtained from the samples that were recovered from the surface of the crust by remov-
ing three instruments, The results from his own gas generation experiments with surrogate wastes were
presented, Dan Reynolds reported on tim data taken during the October 24rh event,

Dan Herring presented the same material that he trod presented to the High Level Waste Tank Task
Force in January 1991, He emphasized that the main goal of these analyses was to determine if it would
be safe to take a sample of the crust after the next gas release event. The results l'rom these analyses are
shown in Attachment E, Tlm samples were obtained by removing the manual tape, the FIC gauge, and a
sludge weight, A sludge weigt!t is essentially a steel ring with a heavy bail to which a cable is attached for
raising and lowering tile weight, The sludge weight contained three types of material, classified as
"SW/Dry," "SW/Wet," and "SW/I_x_ose."Tile "SW/Dry" material came from the outside oi' the weight and
the "SW/Wet" from the inside, The sample labeled "SW/Loose" came from inside of the retrieval device
for the sludge weight and probably spelled from the cable during retrieval, The manual tape contained
very little material. The FIC plummet contained more, but much less than the sludge weight, The
analyses of these materials are shown in Attachment D, Tables 1 to 4 (E.9 to E,13),

Dan showed that the recent samples of the crust were similar to the samples reported by Mauss in
].986 (Mauss ]986). More importantly, however, was the similarity among all of the retrieved samples and
the similarity among the samples and the synthetic crust. The latter point is important because of the
confidence it gives to the studies that will be performed with synthetic crust materials.

Dan also roper/cd on some of the exI_eriments he has running in the laboratory. Some of the data

were obtained recently and he had not had time to l'ully analyze them. Dan has been collecting gas gen-
eration data in an all-glass apparatus, The pressure data are shown in Fi!.ure E.15 and ;.ireobtained by
periodically removing gas to the evacuated gas sampling bulb. Sampling of tlle gas phase causes lhc gas
pressure to decrease, but when the data were corrected for lhc periodic pressure change no effect is
evident. It was pointed out that this would be consistent with Denis Strachan's discussion earlier and
would suggest that the reaction is zero order in the gas pressures. Dan observed that the gas generation
was delayed by about 4 days at 100°C during v,,hich no detectable gas was released (no pressure increase),
Analyzing the pressure data, Dan fitted his data to the first order expression in the pressure, the measured
physical parameter:

P = Po + (Ps" P0)exp("kt) (1)
_t

where P is the pressure, k is the rate constant, and t is the time, The least squares fit of the data yielded
wducs for Ps, Po, and k of 939 torr, 302 torr, and 0.0031 rain 1, respectively,

i,

The results obtained by Dan are al! con:;istent with the earlier work by Delegard (1980). Dan
observed that the ratios of the gases were different l'rom the ratios observed in the gases emitted from the

' 5
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tank, Nitrogen gas Was observed as a reaction product and 0 2 was observed to be consumed in the J,
reaction, Dan has u_Jedseveral organics tn his experiments, but he has found that HEDTA reacts the
fastest, i

!
I

Dan Reynolds sltarted his presentation with the results taken during a series of gamma scans of' Tank _,.
101-SY. Normally, tlhese scans are taken in a liquid observation well (a closed-end tube inserted perma-
nently in the tank arld extending from the top of the tank to the bottom) in single-shell tanks to determine
the height of the liqi_id and the waste, Gamma scans are obtained by lowering the gamma detector into
the ltqutd observation well and recording the gamma flux coming from the waste. A typical scan is shown
in Figure F,3, In double-shell tanks, however, there are no liquid observation wells, To obtain a gamma
scan for Tank 101-SY, the gamma detector was lowered through risers positioned in the annulus between
the inner and outer tanks. The risers used for these observation are shown in Figure F,4 and the resulting

gamma scans in Figure F,5 (the rise positions are the same in both figures; the numbers are different
because there are two related numbering schemes for the risers), Only the scans taken through riser

9A (78) are significantly different from the other scans. It is uncertain why this one is different, but it
could be related to the proposed crust formation mechanism,

It was anticipated that diffc,rences could be detected as a function of time and would lead to a better
understanding of the processes taking place in the, tank. However, the scans have not changed dramatically
over the interval between October 30, 1990, and the last scans, which were laken in January 1991. The

constancy of these scans is shown in Figures F,6 and F,7 (Figure F.7 is a superposition of the Decem-
ber 13, 199('1,scan on the October 30, 1990, scan), To show that other changes were occurring over the

same time period, the temperatures are shown superimposed on the gamma scans in Figure F,8, There is
no correlation with the 13'Cs content of the tank as shown in Figure F,9 in which the t-Tcs cc_nccntrations

of the "bottle on a string" samples is shown, [In a separate meeting after the Science Panel meeting, Dan
Herting indicated to the author that there appears to be a dilution error in the data reported by B, Mauss.
ThercR_re, the 137Cs concentration for the top sample shoukl be closer to the 137Cs concentrations t)f the

other samples as sh(3uld the concentrations of the other constituents and the density.] As yet there is no
definitive explanatk_n of the gamma scans, but one pr(_posed explanation is that material is coating the
tank walls. The gamma detector has a depth c_fview of about 20 cre. Anything crystallized on the tank

walls would play an important role in how much gamma radiation reached the detector. There is some
evidence that this material could contain substantial 137Cs and hence give rise to higher gamma radiation
in certain regions,

Dan Reynolds then summarized the results from the October 24rh event in more detail than had been
sent lo the Science Panel members earlier, Most of the pertinent data are shown in F_gure F,10 and F.11.
Raw data from the strip charts are shown in Figure F,12 albeit in a somewhat c,onfusing manner because
t_f the lack of color to difl'erentiate between the curves. Each of the curves has been labeled; the numbers

_n the second line from the bottom are tbr the pressure scale, (-4" to + 1" of water gauge). The pressure
readings went off scale, but a separate recorder is used for the high range. Thus, pressure data were not _'
lost. The flow rate measurements also go off scale and for these there was no expanded scale. The other

curve sh(_ws the volume percent I-t2, Good agreement belween the three methods of measuring H2 is
shown in Figure F.13. This gives good assurance that the thermal conductivity instrument has been giving
accurate and reliable results,

Computer simulations of the gas release events have been perlbrmed using the FATHOMS code,
This code can be used to calculate the evolution of the gases from the tank and the mixing of those gases

1!
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in the tank plenum. Assumptions have to be made atiout the composition of the gas entering the tank
plenum and the assumption has been made that the gas is 30% N20, 30% H2, and the remainder N 2,
This assumption has led to reasonable agreement between tile calculated and the observed releases (Fig..

,, ure F,14), The third column in this figure has gas volumes that are too low; the hand written numbers aye
better estimates of the gas volumes,

A comparison of the past three gas release events is shown in Figures F.15 and F,16, The shapes of
the releases are similar and correlate with tile changes ill the waste level, but the correlation between tile
released volume of gas and tile waste height is not as good,

Dan also addressed the issue of inerttng the tanks using N 2 or sonic other gas, In the past, adding
inert gas to the tank has always been considered to be economically and logtsttcaliy difficult because of the
large volumes needed, Dan showed that by injecting the inert gas in the region in which the gases are
being generated, one could use much morc manageable w)lumes of gas to decrease the H 2 concentration
tct levels below the flammability range. To do this Dan constructed a ternary diagram on which is plotted

thr N 2, H2, and N20 concentrations. Dan's best estimate of the gas composition is shown as a filled
cL'ele tile other circles represent gas mixtures based ell the analysis of data from tile tank. Tile lower
flan,'_aabllity limits are drawn on the diagram. To dilute the reactive mixture with air would require about

five times more gas than if N2 was injected to tile area where the gases are being generated. The show
stopper here, however, is the feasibility of adding the N 2 in lhc areas where it is needed and getting tile
distribution that is needed,

Hydrogen Produeti(m From Organics and the Measurement of Trace Quantities of

tlydrogen

One of the key n-lc_.lsuren%cntsthat could shod light on the inechanism of gas release in Tank 101-SY
is the mcasuretnent o1' trace quantities of H 2, A method was developed and reported earlier (Strachan and
Morgan 1991) by D, D, (Duane) Siemcr (WINCe). During the development of this method, Duane dis-
covered that some organics react to produce t-12.from strongly alkaline aqueous solutions, The apparatus
lhat I)uane developed is shown in Figurc G,2 (soc Attachment G), There are tw() key parts to this
apparatus - a trap l't)r unwanted volatiles and a combustor to convert t-{2 to H20, Gases l'ronl the test arc
routed through the traps where ali intcrl'cring gaseous species are removed. Interfering gaseous species
include H20, R)rmaldchyde, and other volatile organics, The cleaned gas stream contains the base gas (air,
argon, or other atmosphere under which lhc experiment is being performed) plus the H 2. The H 2 is then
converted to H20 and it is this }-120 that is detected using a sensitive moisture detector, A sample output
l'rom tile detector is shown in Figure G.3, I)uanc has been very careful to check for ali the possible intor-
l'erences and thc specificity of the calalysl used in the combustor, The apparatus is very sensitive toward

the dctcction of 1-I2 ;.ts shown ill Figure G,5,

I)uaIae then went on to discuss his oxpcrinlcnls on the generation of t-12from organics in highly alka-
line solutions, 'l'hc test apparatus for doing these experiments is shown ill Figure G,6, The apparatus is

A very sinai)lc but dis[flays some very ingenious thinking, These apparatuses are not connected to the H2
detector ali oi' tile time but al'c allowed to run independently. A bead of condensate forms in the lower

patt (_["the condenser and forms a seal, Ihus prevcnting the loss of H2, Hydrogen is determined on a
periodic basis by connecting tile top _)['the condenser to lhc detector. However, both batch and
continuous melhods can be used, A sample output from a continuous detection of H 2 is shown in Fig-
are G,8,
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Duane showed that there may be a high solubility of I-t2 in these highly saline solutions (Figure G.9),
lt has always been assumed that H 2 has only a very limited sohabtllty in these solutions - a solubility about ii

the same as for H20, This appears to be an incorrect assumption and may need to be further investigated,

Duane's conclusions from his research are shown in Figure G,10 and G,23, The intervening figures
support these conclusions and are only briefly described here, One of Duane's observations from earlier _,

work is that the organics originally in the waste are probably no longer there, He bases this argument on
the work by Strachan et al, (1986) in which it was concluded that after about 80 hours organics in a syn.
thetlc Tank 107.AN waste mix had been degraded to other organics such as imtnodiacetic acid (IDA),

" S 3 "[Note: In most of the figures the "y" axis is labeled p.a Re,sp( nse, This refers to the amount of I--I.2
generated in the test (see Figure G.5),] From his work, Duane concludes that one can account for about
half of the H e production in Tank 101-SY by chemical means.

In the discussion that followed, it was mentioned that the other experimenters noto a delay time o[
about 4 days, This delay time was mentioned by Dan Herting, E, C. (Gene) A,;hby, and Dan Meisel. In
their experiments, however, they are trying to measure gas production by increases in lhc pressure in lhcir

apparati or by displaced liquid volume, It is uncertain why Duane sees H 2 Eroduction immediately. How-
ever, in his experiments he uses a flowing gas stream that is bubbled through the solution, [lt is p(_ssiblc
that there is a link between Duane's obserwttion of a relatively higl_ solubility of I-I2 in these solutions and
the delay observed by other experirnenters who do not purge their syslcms, lt should be noted here als(_

that this is one of the main reasons why there is a need for healthy ovcrla t) between the work being pcr-
formed at the various institutions, Each experimenter, while ostensibly tmrforming IIlc same experiment,
brings a slightly different approach to the problenl,]

Chemical Mechanisms Studies at Georgia Institute of Technolog.w

A very competent team has been assembled tit Georgia Tech. These scienlists include E. C. ( ( I} t _ I _ C )
Ashby (Organic Chemistry), Kent Barefield (Inorganic Solution Chemistry), Charles 1..,ic_tta(Organic
Kinetics), and tqenry Neumann (Nuclear Chemistry and Kinetics) (Figure 1-1,1). In lt'tc absence of a con-
tract, these people have been meeting regularly to discuss the problem, the experinlental approach, and the
theory underlying the chemistry, They have been doing some work on their own because of the perceived
importance of this problem. The following is a summary of their work to date.

Gene and his coworkers determined that part of the reason for some discrepancies may be due lo the

lack of an agreed upon standard solution with which ali those working (m the project can compare results,
The team at Georgia Tech suggests thai we agree to use an initial solution that is free from solids; this
would eliminate some of the confounding issues that occur in the presence of solids. Gene has been an
advocate of perl'orming very specific and careful experiments, some of which are shown in Figure H.4.

Over the inte)wening months since the last meeting, Gene has been in contact with Duane and they
have been sharing results. According to Duane's results, the dominant reaction product should be oxalate, a,
given that glycolate is lhc primaiy reactant. Glycolic acid was used in B-Plant as noted in one of tile pre-
vious meetings. Glycolate-like fragments may also come ft'dm the decomposition of other organics in the

original mixture, Based on Duane's results, Gene suggests that a study with formaldehyde and D20 be
carried out to resolve the reaction mechanism. The reaction mechanism can be l'urther verified using
mixed aldehyde reactions such as those proposed on page H,6.
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', As part of the Georgia Tech team, Dr. Charles Liotta has been studying the kinetics of gas evolution
from simulated waste solutions. The apparatus he has been using is shown in Figure H.8. In this appara-
tus, gas volumes as low as 0.1 cm 3 can be measured. A gas sampling bulb is used to collect samples for

, gas analyses, but no gas analyses had yet been performed because the funding had not yet been authorized.
As noted above, there is a need to have a standard homogeneous solution for kinetics work. The composi-
tion of the proposed standard solution is shown in the table on H.9. Some solids may form in this solu-
tion as the reaction proceeds if CO 2 is one of the reaction products. While this particular composition
may not be adopted, there is a need for a standard solution that can bc used as a point of reference for the
testing. Initial results from the use o_;the apparatus are tabulated on page H.10 and graphed on page
H.11. These data indicate a delay in the start of the reaction of about 4 days. This delay in the start of

!! the reaction is not observed by Duane in his experiments. Other experimonters have observed the same
delay period in their experiments. These data have not been corrc('tcd for temperature and pressure.

_il There was some discussion about the delay time in tile production of gases observed by some. Since

I i, the conditions under which ali of these tests have been performed arc similar, some Science Panel mem-

O! bers felt that the delay time is an artifact of the apparatus used in the experiments. Fiigher than expectedgas solubilities, for example, could explain the observed differences between Duane's results and the results

! from other experimenters.

i.! One of the tools used by organic chemists to idenlil3, organic species is nuc',ear magnetic resonance
/_! (NMR), This technique is being used by Dr. Kent Barefield of tilt Georgia Tech team to determine tilt

rate at which reaction products are formed in the standard solution, the nature of these products, and the
hydrogen exchange for the HEDTA species. Isotope labeling has been suggested as a method of determin-

ing the source of hydrogen in these solutions. II, however, the hydrogens on the organic molecule freely
exchange with hydrogen in aqueous solution, then labeling these positions on the organic nlolecule will
lead to false results. To this end, HED'FA was placed in a solution of D20 to see how fast the H and the
D exchanged. Kent also looked at the feasibility of using J3C NMR as a technique for examining the
decomposition products of HEDTA and other organic species. The objectives and initial conclusions of
his assessment are shown on page [-I.13.

The NMR spectra of HEDTA after being in the slandard soluliotl for 48 h and 168 h are shown on

page H.14. A stick nlodel of lhc molecule is shown in which the cheraically different hydrogen positions
are shown. The peaks in tilt spectra thal result fr(ma the hydrogens at these positions art als() illustrated.

For coinparison, the HEDTA si)eclrum before reaction is shown on page I-t.15, Note in the HEDTA st)ec-
trum that the central peaks are split due to replacement of tile t-I at(mis by D alonls. The intensities of

the peaks changes dramatically when HEDTA is in contact with the standard solution for t_nly 48 h. Like-
wise, the 13C NMR spectrum show_: significan_ changes bclween ,48 h and 168 h.

Over the past months since the lasl meeting, lhc. team at Georgia Tech has been analyzing the data
_t from lwo reports (Dciegaid 1980 and Strachan and /Morgan 1991 [see Attachment t-I]) and tile calculation

by Dr. Steven Agnew (M)s Alam(_s Natk)nal Laboratory) of the encrg2,, potentially produced by tile
decomposition of EDTA. Dr. Henry Neumann has been examining these reports and calculations and the

j results of his examination are reported in Attachmeilt t-l. After revlewing lhc report written by Delegard
(1980), Henry concluded that it may bc difficult to rcprt;duce Dclegard's work because lhc method and

exact composilion of the solution ht used are not given iii lhe docunlellI. Elore his analysis of the data
and the uncertainties he identified, Henry suggests, as noted above, the use dfa homogeneous solution li)r
the systematic investigation of the reaction kinetics.
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In response to the radiolysis reactions proposed by E. J, (Ed) Hart that had been distributed to the
Science Panel members, Henry suggested that tlm principal oxidizing agent should be NO 3 which would
result in a suite of reduced nitrogen-bearing species. AI,h,i,;lgh NO 2 should _'orm as a result of the reduc- "
tton of NO 3, it would be expected to be present for only a short period of time because the reaction rates
are very fast. Henry used the values of the reaction kinetics reported by Ed. [If these reaction schemes

are correct, there should be a significant change in the NO._ and NO 2 concentration when new samples
are taken from Tank 101-SY and when these values are compared with those obtained in 1986.]

In a presentation to tile Hanford Nuclear Waste Tank Task Force, Stevcn Agncw proposed a reaction
that provides, at least in part, the energy to sustain the temperatures in the tank. In this reaction (I-I.22)
Steve shows N20, N2, CO 2, and H 2 as the gaseous reaction products. However, Henry suggests that the
reaction product from oxidation by NO 3 would be expected to bc predominantly NO_. The products
N20 and N 2 would be expected tc) result from the reaction of the amine nitrogens with NO 3 or NO 2.
Other reaction schemes could be written that would be more in line with the suggested chemistry than the
one Steve used. These reactions are shown on page H.23. Ali of the,_e net reactions yield as much energy
as the one suggested by Steve, however the rate at which this energy is released depends strongly on the
complexity of the reaction inechanism and on the rate at which the overall reaction is completed. Hc.nry's
conclusions are shown on page H.24.

Some consideration wits given to why the crust floats. The density of the custals should be greater
than the density of the liquid underlying ii. One possibility suggested by Henry is that a solid solution of

NaNO 3 and Na2CO 3 supports the crust. The charge neutrality could be accommodated by vacancies. [The
phase diagram for the NaNO3-Na2C0 3 systeln shows no solid solution at either end of lhc composition
range.]

Gene and his coworkers also examined the gas analyses from the October 24, 1990, gas release event.
From their analysis, the data suggest a strong correlation between the N20 and N2 data. '-I]le analysis
suggests thal there is a 1:1 correlation between the two gases. That this is a coincidence is unlikely and
suggests, or rather limits, possible reaction mechanistic schemes.

Radiolysis Work at Savannah River Laboratory

At Savannah River, experiments with solutions containing NO_ and NO2 have been carried out for a
number of years in an effort to determine the role of these ions in the radiolysis ctmmistry of the wastes
stored at Savannah River Plant. 'T'he results of these studies were presented by Dr. N. E. (Ned) Bibler.

In one experiment, a long tube was inserted into one of the waste tanks such that the end was well
beneath the liquid waste. The inside of tlm tube wits evacuated until tlm waste was drawn to the maximum
height. A wdve at the end of the tube outs_cd.:_Of the tank was then closed, With time, the waste height

decreased as gases were evolved from the waste. After some time, the gases were sampled for analysis.
The gas composition was found to be 36.8% N2, 56.4% 02, and 7.5% H 2, After correction for lhc amount
of air in the sample, the gas had a O2/H 2 ratio of 6.1 (86%/14%), which is typica_lof the ga:_ composition
above a strongly alkaline solution that is 3 "d to 4 M NO 3. 3 he correction for air was made assuming
that N 2 was not a radiolysis product, which is reasonable for the waste solutions at SiS. The amount of

O 2 evolved is then' A
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• O2 02

0 2, evolv = 0 2, meas ,N 2, meas . (_--_2)air where (_-_2) air = 0.27.

A value of 6.1 is reasonable for SRS waste solutions, which are normally 3 to 4 M NO 3, For these
solutions, G(H2) _ and G(O2) _ 0.3.

Ned then showed several graphs to illustrate the effect of radiolysis on the composition of solution

with irradiation time. In neutral solutions, NO 3 is converted to NO 2 in about 300 h at a dose rate of
6.5.104 Gy/h (6.5.106 R/h). If organics are added to the solutions, the behavior changes dramatically.
For instance, Figure 1.2 shows the behavior of a solution that is initially 1 M NO 3 and 1 M acetate. In
this solution, the NO 3 and the acetate concentrations decrease rapidly, while the NO 2 increases and then
decreases. Similar behavior is observed for other organics such as glycol.

Although ali of the gases were not analyzed (at least not illustrated here), ali of the organics with few

exceptions produced N20 gas when NO 3- and organic-containing solutions were irradiated. One of the
principal organics of interest at Savannah River Plant is tetraplmnylborate, which has been used to precipi-
tate 1_7C8 from the waste solutior.s.

These radiolysis experiments are continuing at Savannah River.

Radiolysis Studies at Argonne National Laboratory

be.. b funded by Westinghouse Hanford Com-At Argonne National _tboratory, Dr. Dan Meisel is '""
pany to study the radiolysis chemistry in t},,,:..xdsimulated waste solutions. Dan and his coworkers had just
received their funding and had not performed many experi:'_ents on which to report, Dan gave a brief
tutorial on the chemistry of radiolysis in aqueous solutions. In an aqueous environment, there are basi-
cally three groups of radiolysis products as shown in Figure J.l. In vex'5,concentrated solutions, the reac-
tions are expected to proceed very rapidly - on the order of 35 ps (picoseconds). In the first reaction, high
energy, electrons are produced which become thermalized in a matter of about 1 ps. These reactions occur

in "spurs" that are about 2 nm in diameter and have a volume of about 4 nm 3. Even though the numbers
of charged species that are generated by radiolysis is very small, the volumes in which they are generated
are als() very small. Therefore, the effective concentrations are relatively high - on the order of 1 M.

The consequences of tile fast reaction kinetics are that most of the energy should be absorbed by the

NO 3. There will he insufficient time for l'cw, if any, of the reaction precursors to become solvated, and
the presence of the high alkalinity, NO3, and NO 2 should minimize the production of H 2, Inhomogene..
ous kinetics will cause localized high concentrations of species and there will be a competition between

,_ recombination, diffusion, and scavenging. Both H atoms and H 2 should be produced in these solutions,

but the t-I2 will not he easily scavenged and should be produced with a G value of less than 0.06 (the
numt_er of atoms/molecules formed pcr 100 eV of adsorbed energy). Of major concern will be the
H atoms that are easily scavenged and produced more readily (a G value of about 0.65). Dan expects that
the contribution of the organics to the overall radiolysis reaction to occur vdthin the "spurs."

Dan proposed a radiolysis reaction scheme in which N20 gas would be generated from NO 3. The
other main reaction product would he NO_. [Here is another indication that the analysis of the, waste
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currently in Tank 101-SY, when compared with earlier analyses, will become an inclicator of the reactions
that are taking piace.] The approach that will be used at Argonne is shown in Figure 3,4,

Radi0'ysis Chemistry in Nitrate/Nitrite Solutions

Some of the first radiolysis experiments carried out by tile Science Panel members was perI'ornmd at "
the Ris0 National laboratory in Denmark while E. J, (Ed) Hart was a visiting scientist there. Ed reported
on tile results he obtained during his visit to Ris_,_and his visit to Argonne Nalional L,aboratory.

To prevent precipitation during the radiolysis experiments performed both at t?,Jsgoand Argonne, Hd
and his coworkers used a diluted version of the waste from Tank 101-SY (see Attachment K; K,1). Iii

addition, there was no HEDTA available at the laboratory, so the experiments were carried out using
EDTA. The result,,, from these experiments were reported in tile minutes from tile last meeting (Strachan

and Morgan 1991) and are summarized on K.1. Of noto is the very high "G-value" for N20 in lhc pre-

sence of EDTA (GN2o= 0.15) relative to the "G-value" for H 2 of ().(;)13. Ed and his coworkers ran lhc,
Danish code CHEMSIMUL for the mechanism on K.2, tho output o1' which is shown on pages K.3 and
K.4. The code was used to simulate the effect of gamma on the composition of the waste for the, years

1980 to 1982. The results are summarized on page K.1. If these results are indicalive of the rcacthms lhat
are taking piace ill tile lanl,:, then tile chemical analyses should reflect increased NO_ concentrations.

Ed also performed some experiments aimed at obtaining information on the formation c)f' the crusI on
the waste in Tank 101-SY. Ill these experiments Ed used an atmosphere of air plus 8% (1:O2. This

atmosphere yielded a crust on the simulated waste within 24 h and considerable water loss cvcn lhough lhc
waste '"_as diluted relative to the waste found in lhc tank, In a second experiment, Ed tried t() slow the

loss of water from tile waste solution being tested by saturating the flowing gas wJlh water :tnd i'cnaoviilg

the CO 2. The result of this experiment was that no crust formed after several days alld Ilo water was It)sl.
The crtlSlS thai were formed in these ext)eriments are shown in Figure K.5.

Ed also performed some experiments at Argonne National iAlboratory, q.'hese experiments were

perforrned using a 6°Co gamma ray source. The results from these cxperimcmts arc shown ()n K,6. In
these tables, "CA" stands for citric acid, "GA" stands for glycolic acid, and the ott)er numbers such as 1674

in "#1" refer to tile dose to the sample in "krad." These results indicate thai with dilution there will be an
increase in the H 2 production. From ali samples, H 2 and N20 were generated. At Argonne National
Laboratory, HEDTA was available and the yield o1"N20 was greater in these solutions lhall t-f,2, A surn-
mary of the results of the experiments performed at Argonne is shown on K.7. In this sunlnmry, "Y" is the
yield of tile particular gas species in ixmol/I-, and the "G-value" is calculated by multiplying lhc yield by
0.964.

Ed concluded that the "G-value" for H 2 in tile waste tank must be about a factor of 5()()lower in tile
tank than the value measured in tile pulsed radiolysis experiments. From this conclusion and the sus-

pected scavenging reactions 10r H atoms, he also calculated that the contribution to the spur H.4 genera..
rien by radiolysis in EDTA-containing solutions is negligible. From these results and tile results of some
brief thermal experiments, Ed concludes thai the thermal portion of lh(: gas generation in the tank is
about 30%. [Th!s was calculated based on an activation energy oi' 14400 cal/mol. The activation energy L
measured by Delegard (1980) and by Duane Siemer (see above discussion) was 23000 cal/mol. Using the

t I

larger vahte for the activation energy and the remainder of Eds numbers would mean that lhc thernml
contributi,)n is 12% instead of 30%.I
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,, Ed suggested new reactions that can be added to the mechanism on page K.2. For some of these
reactions (K.9), the rate constants need to be measured.

[One of the important issues here is that Ed finds N20 is generated at a much greater rate by radi-
,b olysis of EDTA-containing solutions. The rate at which N2 was generated by these same reactions was not

measured, As noted above by Gene Ashby and coworkers, N 2 and N20 gases seem to be generated ill a
1:1 ratio, suggestive of a single mechanistic pathway. Etl, however, has analyzed the October 199(1

analytical data for the gas evolved from Tank 101-SY and found that the ratio of H2/N20 was invariant at
1,24 as was the ratio of Ar/N 2 at 0.012. This suggests that the tt 2 and N20 are evolved together, whereas
the N 2 is from the air,]

[If the same ratio is found in the planned radiolysis experiments as found in Ed's experiments and the
tank gases, radiolysis would ai)pear to be the generator oi most of the gases, since the composition of the
gases generated in the Delegard's (1980) experiments seems to be quite different from the composition
observed in the tank.]

Day Two of the Meeting

Before introducing the ferrocyanide issues, Thon_ Dunning started a discussion of information from
the previous clay (February 7), There was some discussion about lhc mechanism by which lhc crust is
formed and the role it plays in the physical mechanism. Although the majority of the Science Panel
members disagree, Ed Hart is of lhc opinion that the major problems in Tank 101-SY result from the
presence of the crust. In his opinion, the crust ought to be dissolved, Bill Thomi3son warned that remov-
ing the crust would might cause major problems because lhc crust is thought tc) act as a throttle and as
such it tends to limit the coi'lccntration of released gases in the tank plenum. As noted before, we need to
proceed with carillon, Remediation strategies suggested without lhc information on the chemical and
physical processes could create more problems than the suggestions attempt tc)solve,

The need for physical modcling was discussed, lt is the general feeling that the information obtained
fronl the core samples will be insufficic.nl to answer ali of the questions needed for a basic understanding

of the physical processes taking place in the tank. q'hercfore, it ix imtmrative that physical modeling begin
now rather than waiting until sufficient core samples are obtained to artswer the majority of the questions.
[Physical modeling means tlm use of small vessels that arc cc)n:;tructed to study various aspects of the
physical hold up and release of the gases. This differs from physical simulations, which are obtained by.
using a mathenmtical representation el" the physical process in a computer code and a computer to graphi-
cally illustrate the results of the calculation.] rI'lae use t)l' these ptaysical models will further our under-
standing of the possible physical processes htking placc in the tank. Dan Reync_lds, Don Trent, and Bill
Thompson will meet to discuss lhc approach, q'his may lead tc) a task in zt proposal from R, T, Allemann
(PNI_,), who is currently working on the physical processes in Tank 101-SY,

A summary of the meeting _)nFebt'uary 7-8 will be ccmapleted on February 11 and sent lO Mr, Johll
Dcichman (Wt-IC) and Mt, John Tseng (DOE/I-IQ), This sunllllary will be brief and consist of bulletcd
items, I'1'his stlmmary was written and distributed and ix attached as Attachnaent L,J
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Ferrocyanide Issues
io

It was expected that Mr. John Tseng would be present to introduce the Science Panel to the ferrocya-
nide issues, but he could not attend. In his stead, L, G. (Larry) Morgan introduced the l_rrocyanide issues
and why the Science Panel is being requested to consider the chemistry and physics associated with this i,
unique waste. Larry indicated that, as is the case with Tank 101-SY, the tanks containing ferrocyanide
represent an unresolved safety issue. The manner in which the ferrocyanides were precipitated yielded an
oxidant (the nitrate and nitrite portions of the waste) and fuel (ferroc3,anides) in ,'m intimate mixture.
Calculations indicate that this mixture could be explosive and that sufficient energy would be released
during an explosion to cause significant dose to the workers in the area and to the individuals near
Hanford.

During the early 1950.,., the t'errocyanide process was used to process wastes and remove the t37Cs.
The chemistry of the process is: discussed more thoroughly below. During this campaign, more than
1000 moles of KzNiFe(CN)6 (ideal compound) was produced ill about 23 tanks at the Hanford Site. The
process by which these wastes were processed is well documenled; the identity of the solids that were
produced is not well known. It is difficult to determine which processes were proposed and/or actually
used. Therefore, to proceed with tile project at all, tile waste tanks need lo be sampled. However, the
same safety issues that need to be resolved in order to take a core sample from Tank 101-SY also need to
be resolved to sample the waste in these tanks. The potential for an explosion is at the heart of the issues
for these tanks; it is known that these materials (ferrocyanides) react vigot'ously, but it is uncertain ii' the ,
reactions can be classified as explosive.

_r W recommended that tile Science Panel review tile existing information and produce a document
similar to tile document written for Tank 101-SY (Strachan, Reynolds, Siemer, and Wallace 1991). The
Science Panel members should also review the joint PNI_JWHC study plan. i_tstly, he recomn|endcd th,tt
tile Science Panel members study tile ferrocyanide chemistry so that they can better deal with the issues
associated with this waste.

The Ferrocyanide Process

Since most of the members of the Science Panel were unfamiliar with the process used at Hanford in
the early 1950's, D. A. (Dan) Reynolds gave a brief history (_f the processes that were used at Hanford for
processing spent reactor fuel to recover Pu. In particular, he covered the background to the processes thai
led to the generation of the "ferrowanide" wastes (see Attachment M).

As shown in Attachment M, the first processes to separate Pu from U did nel recover the valuable
U and tlm processes were precipitation processes. It was soon realized that the valuable U could be i'ecov-
ered, and a new solvent extraction process was developed. I)uring the process of recovering the U, large

amounts of liquid waste were generated from which tile t37(L'_was subsequently removed using the l'erro- ,,
cyanide scavenging process. In this process, potassium l'errocyanide [K4Fe(CN)6 ] was added to tile acid
waste, the solution pH adjusted to 9+1, and adding equal molar NiSO,I. '-I'his process was supposed to
precipitate Cs2NiFe[CN]6, but the 137Cs was probably carried down as a solid solution with some othc, r
alkali-nickel fei'rowanide. '_

Since the major concern was precipitation of the 137C_, no effort was made to fully characterize lhc
waste resulting from the fc,rrocyanide waslc. Instead, the waste was allowed to settle for several days, and
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,L tile supernate was pumped to a crib [a covered ditch in the sand], while lhc solid remained in the tank.
The waste supernate was checked for radioactivity before being pumped, but no other analyses were per-
formed, Similarly, the solid waste in the tank was not analyzed,

'_ The flow sheet for the ferrowantde precipitation was changed over the period in which it was used,
In the beginning, the potassium salt was used, but later the less expensive sodium salt was used, Calciutn

nitrate and, later, Sr(NO3) 2 were added to improve 9°Sr removal. The concentrations of Na4Fe(CN)6 and
NiSO 4 wel;_ reduced by a factor of tw(), Before the end of the campaign, Na2I-IPO 4 was added to wastes
low in PO,i" to improve the sorption on the soil,

Over the years since these wastes were generated, these tanks were used for other wastes either tem-

porarily or permanently, Some of these waste,',;were highly alkaline and may have caused partial dissolu.
tion of the ferrocyanide solids, although this has not yet been cont'irnmd, lt is the addition of these other
wastes, a major source of the nitrates and nitrites, that is the cause for major concern, Use of single-shell

I) tanks was discontinued in the late 1970s. Ali of the pumpable liquids have been removed l'rom these tanks
iI and now reside in tlm double-shell tanks, Although some of these tanks continue to bc pumped using low',r

{l volume pumps, some liquids cannot be removed because they are held by capillary forces,it

i Ftlrthc'r information and a sample ferroc3,anide flow sheet are found in Attachment N.
}1 Ferr()cyanide Chemistry
F

If the ferr()cyanidc pr()duct is not well docunacnted, the properties of the ferrocyanide prc)duct are less
well known, Dr, L, L. (Lee) Burger Ims worked for several years on tile chemistry associated with the
fcrr,.)cyanidc pl'()ducts, fie presented what is known about the chetnislry of tile ferrocyanide process. His
presctllation is included as Attachment O.

Vrom what can be gleaned from the early 1-tarlf()rd d()culllenls, lhc nlost l)robable conditions and prr)-
ducts arc shown in (3.1. Because ()l"the vet.,,, low molar concentration of Cs in the wastes, there is little
likelihood lhaI lhc pure compound Cs,IFe(CN)¢ exists in lhc waste tanks. Since there are no thcrmodyna-
rtlic dala ()11lhc fcrr()c'yanidcs, Lee estimated the heat ()f rcacti()n (AI-I) using other compound,; (0.2).

Similarly, l.,cc estimated the heats of l'()rmation (AHI,) for Ni2t:e(CN)6 and Na2NiFe(CN)6 using lhc AHI.'s
of other cyanides.

Lee and his coworkers have calculated l'r()m thcrm()dynamic data lhc, energy released during exother-
lnic rcacti(}n belwccn NaNO,_, NaNO 2, and Na2NiF'e(CN), and have c{)mpared these energies to tile
energies released during lhc cxpli)sii)n ()f several known explosives. Data were also obtained from scan-

ning cah)rimclty CXl)erimcnts. The energy released in lhc rcacti()n (3t'NANO3, NANO2, and Na2NiFe(CN)6
is s()mewhat lower than for olhcr explosives, Als(), less gas is released during tlm l'c,rrocyanide reaction.

" As l):lrt ()1' the ongoing sal'ety sludies, experiments arc being carried out al I_,os Alamos National I.abora-
l(_rv lc) measure there accurately the c,nergy of the reaction and evaluate tile sensitivity of the mixture. As
part ()f li'its study, larger batches of lhc mixture will bc sludicd, since ho;.tl losses to the environment can

, quctlcll lhc. reaction sufficiently t(_ keep lhc reaction fr(_nl beconling self l)ropa,,ating.

In F:igurc O.(i, a typical scal_ning therm()grana and differential scanning tlacrtnogram are shown, This
thcrm(_gram is for a mixture of a ferrowanit.lc, and NaNO:_/NaN(3., II'ml was first mixed wc,t and lllen dried
at I()(Y'C bcl()re lhc lhernu)gratll was made. F'igurc (3.7 shows lhc dilTet'cnlial scanning calorimeter (DSC,)
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for the oxidation of two dry ferrocs'anide salts in air, This thermogranl differs from the oxidation of tile _,

salts in the presence of NaNO 3 and NaNO 2, The difference between tile materials produced in "Batch 1"
and those in "Batch 2" is not certain, but the order in wlfich tile ctmmicals were mixed to precipitate the
salts in "Batch 2" was tile reverse of the order when making "Batch 1," The reactions that lake place in
these salt mixtures depends on the composition of the salt mixture, To illustrate this effect, DSC analyses *

were performed using 50% Na2NiFe(CN)6 with 50% of either NaNO 3 or a mixture of NaNO3/NaNO 2
(0,8). The results from this DSC indicate thai the reaction temperature is shifted to lower temperature

when NaNO 2 is present, Increasing tile amount of' oxidant present above tile stoichiometrtc amount
decreases lhc magnitude of the exottmrmic energy release, For comparison of materials, it is also inlpor-
lanl to fix the heating rate at which these analyses are made, In Figure O.10, Lee showed that as the scan

ra:e increased, the temperature at which the exothermic peak occurred also increased for Cs2NiFe(CN)6,
This information can be used to obtain the actiwltion energy (El) for the reaction.

Lee and his coworkers have performed a number of time-to-exph:)sion (TI_X) experiments, In these
experiments, a small (=40 rag) amount of salt mixture is loaded into an NMR tube [a thin-walled stnall
glass capillary tube] and the tube placed in a heated metal block. "l"he time needed for tile mixture to
explode is recorded as a t'unction of lhc temperature of tile preheated n|etal block, Results from a set of
typical TTX experiments with a mixture of C.szNiFe(CN)6 with a mixture of (;5 wl% NaNO 2 and 35 wl(i',;,

KNO 2 is shown in Figure O,11, Minimum temperatures of about 300°C. are requ;:'cd l'_)xthe parlicular
mixture shown in Figure O.11 to explode, Figure O.12 shows the sensitivity of tile timc tr) explosi()n
temperature to the composition oI' the salt mixture. The upper curve in F;igurc ().12 is for Cs2NII:c(CN)( ,,
Adding an organic such as ethylenediaminetetraaectate decreases tile time to cxplosi(_n, 'l'hc renminin.
curves in Figure O,1.2 are t'or various prccil_itatc, s of nickel ferrocyanides includint,, a conlmcrcial

Ni2Fe(CN)6 (Pfalz and Bauer), Oxidizing lhc Fe(II) to Fe(Ill), i,e, lll'c_ducitlg lhc l'crricyanidc, appc:_rs lt)
h_v,'er the temperature at which these conlpounds explode, but the datl.i are incomplete alld mt)rc dala need
to be collected to draw a firm conclusion. The above results are reinfo"ced by tilt: results tabulated on

page O,14. In lhc experiments summarized in this table, the c()mpt_u_ld being studied was mixed with tilt'.
oxidant shown in the table, The metal block used to tleat these samples was held at a collstant 36()'C aild
tile time to explosion was measured, The critical explosion temperature (Tc), determined l'rom other
experiments, is also listed,

From the above-mentioned experiments, I_.x_'eand his coworkers have been able to estimate the acliva-

rien energy of the oxidation reaction for Cs2NiFe(CN)6, The experiments that were used to deferminc lhc
activation energW were the DSC and tile time-to-explosion tests carried out under isothermal ct)nditions.
The DSC work is shov,'n in Figure O,10 and discussed above. The isothermal experiments are discussed in
the previous paragraph, This result allows one lo tmlculate the rate of the reaction between CsaNitvc(CN)_;

and NaNO 3 at any temperature over which lhc reaction mechanism remains tile same, The activation
energies for tw() of the l'erroc3,anidc reactions and three known explosives are shown in the table on page
O,16, These activation energies allow one to get a general understanding of the temperature sensitivity of

the reactions, but these data may not be used to compare the rates at which these reactions _ccur, "
i,e, explosiveness, at any given temperature. More information is needed besides the actiwttion energy.

Lee indicated that part of tile experimental problem in working with explosives is the effect that heal ,,
loss to the apparatus and/or the surrounding material has on tile results, This is illustrated in Figure O,17,
In this graph, Lee pointed out that a solid can remain in thermal equilibrium with the container in wllictl
it is being tested or the surrounding material with which ii fs being tested if the heat germra_.ed is low rela-
tive to the rate al which the apparatus or heat sink can dissipate the, heat. However, ii' tlm heat generated
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,, becomes large with respect to the heat lost to the heat sink, then the samples become sell' heating and tile
reaction "runs away," This effect should be an important consideration when studying reactions of this
nature, An example of this effect is shown in Figure O,18, These data came from an experiment in which
Lee placed a small amount of a ferrocyanide and nitrate oxidizer in a 5-mm glass tube, A tlmrmocouple

'_ was centered in the NMR tube and the temperature of tile solid was measured as it was heated from room
temperature to 360'C using a stainless steel block at 36()'C, The time to explosion, as determined by the
sharp increase in temperature recorded from the thermocouple, is much longer than tile times recorded in

experiments without the thernTocouple present (see Figure O,14), This is because a significant amount of
the heat being generated by the reaction in the sample was being dissipated through the thcrnmcouple.

In an effort to further understand the temperature dependence of the explosion reaction R_r
CsaNiFe(CN)6 with a mixture of NaNO 2 and KNO 2, the results from ttle time to explosion experiments
over a range of temperatures from about 290'C to 400"C were plotted as log-time vs l/T, Tilt results
from a typical experiment are summarized in Figure O,19 and suggest a change in kinetic mechanism at a

temperature of about 310'C. Since the reaction mechanism is unknown at this time, it is only possible to
indicate that the mechanism changes and has a higher activation energy at the lower temperatures,

One of the concerns with the results from the cxpeI'inmnts that have been cat "led out to date is that
most of the experiments have been performed using more-or-less pure materials, l lowever, in the tanks
there are inert materials such as carbonates, aluminates, and water. These material are likely to reduce the
encrgetics of any exothermic reaction through dilution and heat absorption. To estimate tile effect of

water, for instance, the heat of vaporization of water and the heat required to heat the water to 100'C
must be provided by the exothermic reaction. In addition, the heat of melting of the salts and the heat c)l"
decomposilion of the nitrates/nitrites must also bc taken into account. Lee showed the calculations that

must be made to perform this calculation. Estimates el' the energy required to heat w_rious conapounds to
three different temperatures are shown in Figure O.21. This heat requirement is then available to quench
the "run away" reaction,

There has bccn some suggestion that the nickel ferrot.3,anides may be more soluble in highly alkaline
solutions, l_,ec listed some of the stability, dissociation, and solubility c_nstants for some of the chemical
species in lhc Ni-Fe-CN-OH" system. These constants can be used to estimate tile solubility o1"some of
the ferrocyanides at different pH values. [The stability constants for the hydroxide complexes of Fe and Ni
arc missing from this listing al:d may be impmtant in any calculatitm of tile solubility of li'to ferrocyanides,]
As an example, Lee calculated the change in the ratio of Ft(III) to Ft(II) cyanide complexes.

Lee also indicated that radiation chemistry is l_robably als(_ vcU important, FIe listed some of the
reactions that were listed by Ed Hart earlier plus some otl'tcrs, These chemical species gcncratc.d by the
radiolysis events may, and probably will, play an important role in the c_xidalion of fcrrocyanidc to fcrricva-

aide. Other rcactions rnay also be important, such as reacti(_ns between radiolytically generated specie and
,t tile cyanide ligand. The system is ctmq_lex and ,,,,'iii require a cc)mprehcnsivc exi)erinaental program.

Lee concltlclcd with a brief discussion of the current program. This is a program with limited scope.

The nt_rnbcr o1' c()mpounds being studied is limilcd as are the t:ondilions under which these compounds
will be studied. There arc several important areas that need investigation and thal are not being studied,
'File Science. Panel will need to help identify those areas that need t() be addressed to understand the
chemistry _l' tile decomposilion reactions, tile analytical chcmislry, and thc chemist13, involved in the
precipitation and dissolution t)f these c(mapounds.
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Other Discussion

The Science Panel men'tbers returrted to some questions that had been sent to them by Mr, John
Detehrnan and Mr, Jerry Johnson, both from Westinghouse Hanford Co, One question concerned the use

of taktrtg extra samples during the tore drilling operation, The main thrust of the question concerned "
using the samples for lvboratory gas generatiot_ experiments, The Science Panel nmmbers indicated that
they were unprepared to deterrnine the usefulness of performing laboratory gas generation c,xperiments
with actual samples from the tank, but there v,,as genuine interest in obtaining extra samples so long as the
taking of tttese samples did not interfere with the overall coring operation, If this were possible, it would
mean that there would be enough sample to obtain the inl'ormatio" criticad to ,understanding the chemical
and physical naechanlsms, Tlm priority should be given to getting extra samples from the bottom of the .,,
tank, Samples of the crust should take second priority with the liquid samples having the lowest priority,

At this point in lhc meeting, Them Dunning, Larry Morgan, Ben Johnson, and Denis Strachan had to
leave the room for a phone call to John Delchman and Johll Tseng, The remaining members of the
Science Panel discussed other questions, Some notes wore taken, but Denis was not able lo relate them to
the questions that were taken, Therel'ore, this part of the meeting is not recorded here, There was a gen-
eral interest by the Sc!z,,ce Panel members in the fcrrocyanide waste problems and most indicated thai
they could be available if needed to serve on a Ferrocyanidc Panel,

The Science Panel members discussed the subject of expanding the purview of the Science Panel to

include the ferrocyanide issues, The Panel members agreed tl_at the Science Panel should take on the
ferrowanide issues, but that the Science Panel should be reorganized into a panel of permanent members
and sub-groups or worMng groups having the charter to investigate zt particular issue, such as fcrrocyanide
or hydrogen generation,

The next meeting of the "l"_tnkWaste Science Panel should be in about three na_3lllhs (May or June).
The meeting was adjourned,
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" AGENDA

TANK WASTE SCIENCEPANEL MEETING
FEBRUARY7 & 8, 1991

REGISTRYHOTEL,
DENVER,CO

THURSDAY,,,FEBRUARY7 (Room to be displayedon the reader board)

8:00 Breakfast (served in 'the meeting room),
8:30 Introductions and Introductory Comments- TH Dunning

Request from Robert Marusich

9'00 Thoughts on the Kinetics of Gas Generation and Crust Format'on
in Tank 241-SY-I01 - DM Strachan

10:00 Break

10:15 Data from the October 24, 1990 Gas Release Event - DA Reynolds
DL Herti ngH,

11:00 Hydrogen Production from Organics and the Detection of Trace
Quantities of Hydrogen - DDSiemer

12:00 Lunch (served in the meeting room).

I 12:30 Presentation of' Radiolysis Work at Savannah River - NE Bibler
1'00 Radiolysis Chemistry in Nitrate/Nitrite Solutions EJ Hart

2'00 Chemical Mechanisms Studies at Georgia Tech - EC Ashby

3' O0 Break

3:15 Radiolysis Studies at Argonne National Lab - EP Horwitz

4:00 Discussion

.FRIDAY, FEBRUARY.__88(same room)

8'00 Breakfast (served in the meeting room).

9:00 Introductory Comments- TH Dunning

9:30 Introduction to Ferrocyanide Issues - J. Tseng

10:00 History of Ferrocyanide Process - DA Reynolds

10,45 Break

, 11:00 Chemistry of Ferrocyanides and Summaryof the Chemistry of
Ferrocyanides - LL Burger

12'00 Lunch(served in the meeting room),

12:30 Discussion of Data Needs, Plan of Attack, etc.

3:00 Adjourn
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S. Agnew I.os Alamos National Laboratory
E. C. Ashby Georqia Institute of Technology

, N.E. Bibler, .Westinghouse Savannah River
L. L. Burger Pacific Northwest Laboratory
T. H. Dunning, Jr. Pacific Northwest Laboratory
E. J. Hart Consultant
D. L. Herting Westinghouse Hanford Company
E. P. Horwitz Argonne National Laboratory
B. M. Johnson, Jr. Pacific Northwest Laboratory
D. Meisel Argonne National Laboratory
L. G. Morgan Pacific Northwest Laboratory
D. A. Reynolds Westinghouse Hanford Company

I W.W. Schulz Consultant

i_'I D.D. Siemer WestinghouseIdaho NuclearCo.D. M. Strachan PacificNorthwestLaboratory
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** Attended'thesecond day only.
Attendedthe first day only.
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" THOUGHTSON I HE CHEMICALMECHANISMOF
GASGENERATIONAND CRUSTFORMATIONIN

TANK241-SY-I01

D. M. Strachan

Over the past several weeks, I have been giving some thought to the chemical

mechanism of gas generation and crust formation. I have summarized my

, thoughts below, lt should be pointed out, however, that my thoughts on crust

formation were catalyzed during a meeting held by Harry Babad (WHC)at which

Dan Reynolds showed pictures of Tank I01-SY taken over the years since it was

filled. The mechanistic model of how the crust was/is formed was given by

Harry, who may or may not have been the originator. Also, Rudy Allemann's
treatment of the pictures taken in 1989 of the crust in Tank I01-SY played a
role in what follows.

CHEMICALMECHANISMOF GASGENERATION
! I I

iJ Since Tank I01-SY was filled, waste volume readings have been taken using both

t; an automatic Food Instrument Co liquid level gauge (FIC gauge) and a manual
I tape. The readings from these measurements have been recorded and the data

i! since early 1984 are available as a Lotus I-2-3 ® file. From these data I have
been able to come to some conclusions that will ultimately need verification.

Figure I shows the typical data that are obtained from the FIC gauge. These

data span the time from March 1984 to December 1990. Upon first glance, it

appears that an analysis of these data would at best be fraught with large

uncertainties. However, one can see that the data appear to be more

manageable when one looks only at the time between gas release events (Figure

2). Even these data do not appear to lend themselves to analysis largely

because of the "mini burps" between the larger burps. However, by removing

these small fluctuations from the data - in effect making the assumption that
the burps are due only to physical phenomena - the data become amenable to

analysis (Figure 3). To remove these mini burps from the data, the height

lost during a mini burp is added to the recorded heights after the small
release and the time over which the small release event occurs is subtracted

" from all of the times after the event.
=

A linear increase in waste volume with increasing time is indicated by these

, data (Figure 3). Furthermore, all of the data analyzed to date appear to

indicate a linear increase in volume as a function of time. The slope or rate

of gas generation varies depending on the time since the waste was placed in

the tank and if "lancing" was being performed. One period between gas release
p

events was selected from each year and treated in a similar fashion as

C.1 =-
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described above (Figures 4 to 9). In all cases the fit Of the data to a

straight line was excellent with a relative standard deviation of about 5%or
less.

Since each of these plots is linear, once must conclude that the rate 'is

independent of the mechanical stirring of the tank during a release event, the

gas generation rate is independent of the mechanical processes, and the rate

is insensitive to the increase in temperature that occurs between events. A

chemical event that is linear in time indicates that the system is at steady-

state, or the reaction is zero order, or the concentration of the rate

limiting species is at steady-state, lt also indicates that the reaction is

independent of the H_ and the N20 partial pressures. In the case of N20, the
relative saturation of this gas in solution may be constant before and after a

gas release event, so the concentration appears to be at steady-state as far

as the chemistry is concerned.

Since the slope of the lines in Figures 3 to 9 should be the rate at which the

gas is being generated, the time variance of the slope might indicate

sometiling about the primary source of the gases. To investigate this aspect

of the data, I plotted the rate (slope of the line) against the time since the

first available data (Figure 10). If the rate were dependent on the activity

of 137Csor 9°Sr then the decrease should follow an exponential decay from the

first data point to the last. (The half lives of the two isotopes are nearly

equal: 137Cs= 30.23 years and 9°Sr 28.1 years.) There are insufficient data

to validate the conclusion that one of the rate controlling steps is the

amount of activity, but the interpretation is at least consistent with the

data. Earlier, I though there might be an indication that air lancing in the

tank significantly increased the rate of gas generation. However, including
data earlier than 1984 significantly increased the noise in the data so as to

obscure any effect of air lancing on the gas generation rate. A statistical

approach may allow us to make more firm ccnciusiuns on the effect of air

lancing. From our brief experience in the laboratory, we know that 02 is
needed for the reaction. A least squares fit of the data to the equation y =

A.exp(-6.296.10-s.t) yielded a value for A with a standard deviation of less

than 3%. This line is shown in Figure 10.

CRUSTFORMATION

Up until recently, I was a strong believer that the gas was diffusing through
the crust once it had been released from the bottom of the tank. In fact, one

cannot rule out this mechanism because reasonable permeabilities are

calculated from the volumes of gases released and the time over which they are
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" released. However, other physical evidence would argue that this mechanism

may play only a partial role in the release of gases from the waste.

A figure from Allemann et al (Figure 11) and their analysis of this figure

, indicates that the liquid waste from below the crust is pushed onto the top of

the crust during an event. This is deduced from the general appearance of the

crust and the displacement of cables and pipes that have been in or on the
6

crust for a long period of time. This physical model of the crust suggests

that the waste is preferentially released from one direction and either flows

out on top of the crust or causes a displacement of the crust such that the

dark material is replenished while the white material is not and may be very
old crust.

Three pieces of information are consistent with this model. One piece of

information is the recent chemical analysis of the samples taken from the top

of the crust. Results from these samples suggest that the composition of the

dark material from the crust is similar to the composition of the liquid waste

that was analyzed in 1986 by Mauss.

The second piece of information consistent with this model of the crust

formation are the gammascan data, which indicate a high concentration of

gammaactivity at the same level as the crust. If the liquid waste was being

forced onto the top of the crust, then one would expect the 137Csactivity to

be high - certainly higher than expected if the model was that the crust

formed from the reaction between air and the highly alkaline liquid. The old

part of the crust - the white part - would be expected to contain less 137Cs

and more carbonate, lt is known from the analysis of the recent samples that

this material is much drier than the samples of dark material.

The third piece of information that is consistent with liquid waste flowing

onto the top of the crust is the low level readings obtained using the manual

tape. The manual tape is on the opposite side of the tank along a diagonal

running through the position of the FIC gauge and the center of the tank.

This device is located in the area of the predominantly white material. The

waste level readings are consistently less than the FIC gauge readings by

about 20 inches. This discrepancy has always been puzzling, but would be

explainable if the major portion of the crust formed by liquid being ejected

from below the crust to the top of the crust.

To pursue this latter point a bit further, I plotted the difference between

the FIC readings and "the manual tape readings against the time since the tank

was filled (Figure 12). To save time, I randomly selected pairs of height

measurements each month. When there was liquid in the tank, first data point,
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the readings should be equal, zero on this plot. However, within four months

the difference became negative; the FIC gauge readings were less than the

manual tape readings. What I think this means is that a crust began to from

in the area of the manual tape during the first four months after adding the

first waste to the tank, even though there were three addition of waste during

that time period, The last waste to be added to the tank was in November

1980, about 900 days in Figure 12. The four data that are positive appear to
be the result of flushing of the FIC or manual tape, change out of these

devices, or malfunctions; they do not appear to be related to waste additions.

Probably the most interesting trend in the data, however, is the trend toward

zero from about 1200 days to the latest data that I had which is for March

1984. The data used in the analysis of the kinetics (Figures I to 10)

contained only the FIC gauge readings. Mr. Dan Reynolds (WHC) is sending me

the remaining data I need to complete this analysis. However, it is important
to note that recent data show the difference between the FIC and the manual

tape at about +20 inches. In December 1990, the FIC and manual tape were

replaced and calibrated. The levels made after installation of this equipment

reproduced the data taken with the equipment that had been removed. Thus, the

difference in waste heights measured earlier is accurate and from about

February 1984 the crust on the side of the FIC gauge became thicker with time

as waste was added to the top while the crust on the manual tape side remained
constant or did not increase in thickness at the same rate as the dark

portion, lt should be noted that the sample obtained from the manual tape in

December 1990 was "dry" and sparse which is consistent with the model of the

crust proposed here. Also, some people think that the crust is tilted; this

model would suggest otherwise.

FUTUREWORK

I have only analyzed a fraction of the available data. Data from 1978 to 1984

exist, but ill hard copy rather than magnetic. A cursory look at these data

suggest that the rates of gas generation are consistent with those that would

be predicted based on 137Cs decay. These early data need to be treated in a

similar fashion as I have done above. However, Larry Pederson suggested that, ,

rather than manipulate the data as I have done, the data should be treated

statistically to determine if the mechanism I propose is valid.

In looking at tile data for the time period between 1978 and 1984, I have

noticed that the "modern day" burps only started after the last waste was

added to the tank in November 1980. Before this time the cycle from low waste

volume to high waste volume was about 2". This would indicate that there was

c.4

II



m

something special about the last waste. I have requested this information and

hope to find something unique about this waste that could be linked to the gas

generation in this tank.
v
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From: Process Chemistry Laboratories 28110-PCL91-O09
Phone: 3-2532 T6-50
Date: January 29, 1991
Sub}e_t: TANK I01-SYCRUST SAMPLES,ANALYTICALRESULTS, FINAL REPORT

Q

J. L. Deichman B3-85
To:

cc" Distribution
D. B. Bechtold_
DLH File/LB
ProcessAids (Tank Farms)

References:(i) Memo, J. R. Jewett and H. Babad to J. L. Deichman,
"PreliminaryTotal OrganicCarbonAnalysis TK-IOI-SYCrust
Samples",dated December4, 1990.

(2) Memo, J. R. Jewett and H. Babad to J. L. Deichman,
"Preliminary Radionuclide Analysis TK-IOI-SY Crust Samples",
dated December 21, 1990.

(3) Memo,J. R. Jewett and H. Babad, "Preliminary Chemical
Analysis of TK-IOI-SY Crust Samples", dated January 4, 1991.

(4) Memo, D. L. Herting to G. D. Johnson,
"Tank I01-SY Crust Sample Recovery and Visual
Observations" dated December7 1990

(5) Memo, B. M. Mauss to L. M. Sasaki,"I01,,SYSamples:
LaboratoryAnalysisand Results",dated May 30, 1986.

i ',

(6) Memo, J. R. Jewett and H. Babad to J. L Deichman,
"PreliminaryThermalAnalysisTK-IOI-SY
Crust Samples",dated November29, 1990.

(7) Memo, D. B. Bechtoldto J. L. Deichman,
"ThermalAnalysisof I01-SYCrust Samples",dated
December31, 1990.

di

Three crust sampleswere removedf_om Tank I01-SYon Sunday,
November 18, 1990. The sampleswere taken by removingthree level detectors

° from the tank: the sludge weight, the manual tape plummet, and the Food
Instrument Company (FIC) plummet. This memodescribes the chemical and
radionuclide analytical results for the crust samples, lt supercedes the
preliminary analytical results reported in references I-3. Analytical
summaries are presented in tables I-4.
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Detailsregardingrecoveryof the samplesfrom their shippingcontainerscan
be Pound in reference4. The total amountsof sample recoveredwere:

Manual Tape Plummet' 0.70 grams of very dry, chunky,dark gray solids.

FIC Plummet: 0.27 grams of very dry, powdery,yellow solids.

Materialrecoveredfrom the sludgeweight (SW)was divided into three
fractionsbased on appearanceand origin:

S__W_t' 67 grams of very dark brown,moist, stickysolids the
consistencyof peanut butter,taken from insidethe "donut hole" of the
sludgeweight.

SW/Dry: 11 grams of very dark brown, dry, flaky solids,scrapedoff the
outer surfacesof the sludgeweight.

SWJt.oose'4.8 grams of dark brown,dry, chunky solids,recoveredfrom
the inside of the sludge weight retrievaldevice.

In general,all five samples (ManualTape Plummet,FIC Plummet,SW/Wet,
SW/Dry, and SW/Loose)were remarkablysimilarto one another'inchemical
composition(see table I). They were also very similarto slurry samples
taken from the tank in 1986 (reference5). The major componentsin all the
sampleswere sodium salts bf nitrate,nitrite,carbonate,aluminate,and
organiccomplexants. Detailson the sample preparation,analytical
determinations,and results follow.

DIRECT SAMPLE ANALYSES

Thermal analyseswere done by the ProcessChemistryLaboratories(PCL) on all
the samples. These are reportedin references6 and 7. Weight percentwater
values determinedby thermalanalysisare includedin tables I and 2 in this
memo.

Becausethe sludgeweight samples,in particular,were exposedfor up to six
hours to a significantair flow in the hot cell, an experimentwas done using
syntheticwaste to determinehow much moisture might have been lost during the
recoveryof the sludge weight samples.

Four sytheticcrust sampleswere placed in open beakersor vials and exposed
to air flow by placing them in a fume hood for six hours. The weight percent
moisturewas determinedbefore and after the six hour period by measuring
weight loss at 180°C. The air exposure resulted in a decrease in the average +
percent moisture from 25.5 percent to 20.5 percent. These results confirm
that the percent moisture results reported in references 6 and 7 are
conservative. The experimental conditions are sufficiently different between
the sludge weight samples and the synthetics that a direct extrapolation
should not be made.

II +
il
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After the thermal analyses were completed on the Manual Tape and FIC samples,
" the entire remainingsampleswere deliveredto AnalyticalLaboratories(AL).

A non-destructivegamma energy analysis (GEA)was run on each solid sample to
give a qualitativeindicationof which radionuclideswere present. A solid

, GEA*givesonly qualitativeresultsbecauseof the non-standardsample
geometry. Resultsshowed that Cs-137was the major isotopefound in both
samples,and Eu-154was identifiedin the manual tape sampleonly. No other
gamma emitterswere found. Solid GEA's were not done on the SW samples
becausethere was sufficientsampleto do quantitativeGEA's on fusion-
dissolvedsamples.

After AL had used virtuallyall of the Manual Tape and FIC samplesto perform
water digest analyses(see next sectionof report),the "empty"original
sample containerswere returnedto PCL. Enoughmaterialwas recoveredto
perform a limitedexaminationwith the polarizedlight microscope. Despite
the large differencesin physicalappearanceof the two samples,they looked
very much alike under the microscope. Major crystallinephases that were
identifiedbased on crystalmorphologyand optical properties(mainly
birefringence)were sodium nitrateand sodiumcarbonate. Other crystalline
phaseswere suspectedbut could not be confirmedwith the very limitedamount
of sample.

In the case of the three SW samples, individualsubsampleswere deliveredto
PCL for thermalanalysesand to AL for chemicaland radionuclideanalyses.
The remainderof each sample was archived. A portion of each archivedsample
will be sent to PacificNorthwestLaboratories(PNL) for total organiccarbon
analysis as soon as a work order is in place to fun_ the PNL work.

Polarizedlight microscopyfor the SW sampleswas performedby PCL on the
unused portionsof the thermalanalysissubsamples. All three sampleslooked
very similarto the Manual Tape and FIC samples. Crystallinephasesthat were
positivelyidentifiedwere sodium nitrate,nitrite,carbonate,aluminate,
phosphate,and either chloride or fluoride. The samples also containedsome
unidentifiedcrystallineand non-crystallinephases.

X-ray diffractionanalyseswere performedby AL on the three SW samples.
Resultswere the same for all three,with the only crystallinephases
identifiedbeing sodium nitrateand nitrite.

WATER DIGEST

A water digestwas performedby AL on all five samples. Larger-than-normal
dilutionfactorswere necessaryfor the Manual Tape and FIC samplesbecauseof

• the limited amount of sample available. These large dilution factors led to
correspondingly large uncertainties in the analytical results, especially for
the FIC sample, which had the largest dilution factor.

E.3 °
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Analyses performedon the leachatesfrom the water digest were: total water-
solubleorganiccarbon (TOC),carbonate,hydroxide(or pH), and Dionex ion
chromatography(for nitrate,nitrite,fluoride,chloride,phosphate,and
sulfate). In addition,GEA and inductivelycoupledplasma (ICP) analysisfor
metal ion concentrationswere performedon the water leachatesfrom the Manual
Tape and FIC samples. Normally,the ICP analysisis done on an acid leachate,
and the GEA is done on the fused/dissolvedsample,but there was no more
sample availablefor these two samplesto performan acid digest or fusion.
For the sake of comparison,GEA was also performedon the water leachatefor
the three SW samples.

All of the orgahiccompoundsthat are known to be presentin Tank I01-SYare
at least moderatelywater soluble. These includesodium salts of the common
complexingagents and their degradationproducts,all of which are water
solubleby virtue of their highly polar amine and hydroxyfunctionalgroups
and/or their negativelychargedcarboxylatefunctionalgroups. In order to
accountfor the possibilitythat the crust samplesmight contain non-polar
(waterinsoluble)organiccompounds,portionsof the SW samplesare being sent

, _ Sto PNL where a true total organiccarbon ana_y is will be run directlyon the
solid samples.

Chemical analysisresultsare shown in tables I-3. GEA results are shown in
table 4 along with other radionuclideresults. For a full discussionof the
resultsshown in the tables,see the approriatesectionlater in this memo.

The preliminaryreporton total organiccarbon analysis (referenceI)
containedan error in the table where weight percentTOC and sodiumcarbonate
were reported. The SW/DRY and SW/WET labelswere interchangedirlthe table.
The values reported in this memo have been corrected.

SIMULANTANALYSIS

As an independentcheck on AL water leach a,_danalysisprocedures,two
simulatedcrust sampleswere preparedand submittedto AL for analysis soon
after the actual sampleswere submitted. The simulantswere designed to test:
(1) whether TOC is reportedwhen none is actuallypresent, (2) how accurate
the reportedTOC value is comparedto a known value which is close to the
amount reported for the actual samples, (3) whether the presence of Na4EDTA
has any effect on the reported value for nitrate, and (4) indirectly, how
completethe water digestion is.

E.4
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Both simulantscontainedabout equal amountsof dry, powderedNaNO_,.Mg(OH)2,
and Na_CO3. One of the simulantsalso containedan amount of Na4ED_FA2H20to

" equal 2.6 percentTOC. As the followingtable shows, analyticalresults
("found")were very close to the known values ("actual"):

SYS!M-I SYSIM-2
Actual Found Actual Found.

wt% TOC: 0.00 0.13 2.64 2.99

wt% Na_CO3: 31.6 31.I 30.I 29.9
wt% NAN03: 34.5 35.4 29.7 29.9

ACID DIGEST

An acid digestwas performedonly on the three SW samples. Acid leachates
were analyzedby ICP for metal ion concentrations,which are shown in table 2.

FUSION

Water leach and acid leach normally result in incomplete sample dissolution.
In order to accomplish complete dissolution, samples are fused with molten
potassium hydroxide, then dissolved in hydrochloric acid. Radionuclide
analyses are performed on the fused/dissolved solution. Cation analyses by
ICP are not done on fused samples because of the huge amount of potassium
introduced by the fusion, Anion analyses are not done because of the large
dilution factors accompanying fusion.

Results of the radioanalyses, which are unchanged from the preliminary report
(reference 2) except for Np-237, are shown in table 4. A review of the
preliminary report by Waste Tank Safety Analysis indicated that the "less
than" values reported for Np-237 were too high to be useful. The neptunium
extraction procedure was repeated for the sludge weight samples, but using the
acid leachate instead of the fusion sample. Because of the smaller dilution
factor, the dectection limit is lower. The difficulty here is the assumption
that all of the neptunium dissolves in the acid digestion. While this is a
reasonable assumption, it cannot be proved. Both fusion and acid leach
results for Np-237 are given in table 4.

Included in the table for comparison are the radiochemical analyses of the
"Middle" slurry sample taken from Tank IOI-SY in 1986, and reported in
reference 5, This was a dip sample taken from approximately the middle of the
waste slurry, below the crust, and reported to be a "murky, brownish-gray
slurry" containing twenty-eight volume percent filtered solids. The analyses

° shown in the table are for the slurry as a whole.

While there are some noticeabledifferencesbetween the sludgeweight analyses
and the 1986 sample results, they are by-and-largewell within the same range.
The current samples (includingthe FIC and Manual Tape) are remarkably
consistentfrom one sample to anotherin nearly all isotopes,especially,

E.5
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consideringthe large differencesin the physical appearanceof the samples.
The Cs-137 valuesderived from sample fusionalso agree well with those from
water leach of the samples,showingthat the cesium is water soluble. Cs-137
was the only gamma emitter identifiedby gamma energy analysis,except for the
traces of Co-60 and Eu-154 found in the Manual Tape sample,as shown in table
4.

DISCUSSIONOF TABLES I-3

Table I gives the analyticalresultsfor all five sampleson the basis of
weight percentsodium salts, relativeto the total weight of as-received
sample. (As-receivedsample means the sample as-receivedby the people
performingthe analyses. As discussedearlier,the samplescould be drier as-
receivedthan when the sampleswere removedfrom the tank.)

Values in table I are the same as those presentedin the preliminaryreport
(reference3) except for the followingchanges:

For the Manual Tape and FIC sampiles,the "zero"entries for Na3PO4
have been replaced by "less than values. Column totals remain
unchanged.

For the SW/LOOSE sample,the Na2SO_ entry has been ch.angedfrom I
percentto 6 percent to correcta calculationerror in the preliminary
report. The column total has been changedfrom 92 percentto
97 percent.

A typographicalerror in the last column headinghas been corrected.

The data in table i have been rather heavily"massaged"to put them into an
understandableformat. The raw data (slightlymassaged)are presentedin
table 2 to show how table I was calculated.

Weight percent values in table 1 were calculated from tile analyzed
concentration of each anion, assuming the associated cation is sodium. This
assumption is supported by the ICP results (table 2), which showed that sodium
represents 95-98 percent of the total cations present in the samples.

Sodium aluminate is expressed as NaAlOp_rather than as NaAI(OH)4 or as
NaAIO2'2HO because the water of hydratlonisi' 'ncluded in the table as part of2
the "water" entry.

J

The "NaOOCCH_"ertry is derived from the total organic carbon (TOC) by
multiplying the TOC by the factor 3.4 to convert from grams of carbon to grams
of sodium acetate. Sodium acetate was chosen because "acetate equivalent" is
frequently used as a measure of total organic carbon, and because it has a
total weight/carbon ratio (3.4) which is fairly typical of the organic
compounds likely to be present. For comparison, the ratio for Na4EDTAis 3.2.

E.6
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The "metals"entry is the total weight of all metals found in the sample other
than sodium and aluminum. These includeCa, Ct, Fe, Ni, K, and Si. No
attempt was made to adjust the weights to account for the species that might
actually be present in the samples (e. g,, Fe203), because tile total weight is
relatively trivial.

&

The "water" entry is taken from the thermal analysis data reported in
reference 7.

The "total" of each column should equal 100 percent i_f all the analyses are
exactly correct and all chemical species present in the samples have been
accounted for., Ov---erall, the mass balance results are within the expected
error range for all samples except the FIC sample. The FIC results reflect
the large dilution factor necessitated by the inadequate amount of sample.

The mass balance results (i.e., column totals) shown in table 2 are actually a
better representation of the validity of the data than the column totals in
table I, because table 2 contains relatively unmassaged data. In particular,
the total amount of sodium accounted for in table i is arrived at by
assumption (that there is enough sodium to balance the anions), The total
amount of sodium accounted for in table 2 represents actual analytical
resul ts.

Another measure of the accuracy of the analytical results is the ratio of the
total equivalents of anions to cations, shown in table 3. This ratio is very
close to unity for all samples except the FIC sample, where the ratio of
anions/cations is close to two. Since the cation total is so consistent from
sample to sample, the anion results appear to be more suspect for the FIC
sample.

Calculation of the millimoles of each ion in table 3 is straightforward, as is
the calculation of the total milliequivalents of cations and most anions. To
calculate the total milliquivalents of organic anions, the total moles of
carbon was multiplied by the factor 0.3. This factor was chosen as a
representative number of negative charges per carbon atom for typical
complexant molecules. For example, HEDTAhas ten carbon atoms and three
negative charges.

INTERPRETATIONOF CHEMICALANALYSIS RESULTS

,. Analyticalresults for the major componentsare remarkablyconsistentfrom
sample to sample,especiallyconsideringthe large differencesin physical
appearanceof the samples (reference4). The preliminarychemicalanalysis is
consistentwith the limitedexothermicactivityfound by thermalanalysis

° (reference7).

Results are also very consistentwith the 1986 Middle Slurry sample. The
major differencesbetweenthe crust samplesand the 1986 sample are 'inthe
carbonate,which is much higher in the crust samples,and the hydroxide,which

E.7
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is much lower in the crust samples. These resultsconfirmpredictionsbased
on exposureof a caustic solutionover time to air containingcarbon dioxide,

The only other major differenceof note is the sulfateconcentration,which
was anomalouslyhigh in the Manual Tape sample and especiallythe FIC sample.
The poor mass balanceand ionic charge balancecast some doubt on the validity
of the anion analysesfor these two samples. However,in a qualitativesense,
it is probably safe to say that the Manual Tape and FIC samplesdid contain
relativelymore sulfatethan the SludgeWeight samples.

Please call if there are any questionsor commentsabout how the data were
derivedor interpreted.

D. L. Herting, Scientist
ProcessChemistryLaboratories

tth

attachments:4
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TABLE i
6

OVERALLCOMPOSITIONOF CRUST SAMPLES

i ,i i, i ,i , _ i i ,i , , , i,Ll ,II I , I I II, -- " -- ,, I " " I III --
/a.

TOTAL 94 92 97 109 153 104
,, ,,u • ,,,,, _ ,,,, ,,, I,, ,, ,,,...... , ....

E.9
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Water Leach:
=

TOC 0 020 0,016 0 022 0 023 0 016

NO. .... 0 158 . 0,138 0 178 0 167 0 193

N___02_ 0 117 0,088 0 111 0 093 0 169

co_££__ _ oo64 o.o39 oB7 o 1o_Lo__ 1Io
Acetate 0 049 0,040 0 055 0 056 0 039

ON oo14 o,o;9 oooi_ o,oos. ooo2
PO_LL__ _ oo13.... 2__oo_g_ooo_ <o,oll <o,o_1
ci ooio o,oo7 o009 o,olo o,o14

.SO. . 0 007 0,008 0 044 0,143 0,405

Acid l_each; # #
__. .... L ,,,_ .... --,

Na 0,243 0,240 0,289 O,272 O,246
,..._ .... ,_ ....... . ,._. ,. _.,._ ,.._ _.._

I . ...'

AIO_\_>_:: /--.L._ 0,08_I: 0,085. ....o,093 0.078 0,023
;>" : ,

Cr 0,001 O,00.9 0,000 O.003 O,001
, _ .... _ _

F'e O,006 04001 O,003 O.000 O,000

K '_:_.i:_0.0031 0,003 _i::_::0.004 O.004 0,005

Si ' ' .;":. .: 1:5e_04":. 3e-04 2e,,,04 40.-04 0 002
_m,,, , _- " _: ; ; "' ' : ..... - -._...._. ' ._ _....,--_ ,_

..

' Ca',,:" ......::.,,.......... , ",:;:,i:"i!:"._",:,4e_04 3e-04 5e.,04 4e-04 4e-.04
_ - . ........ _ , _ ,,,..._

, ] ". ,:"',,: ::';" I " ' : ' '" :, :

.m...__;:,_ "_:__:_....Lo ,.__04T:I.].._ >_,::,:,-.0_:; 4_-o4 o
From Reference 7;

O.150 0.260 O,]00 O,100 O,100
J

(*) - Total includesall weights exceptTOC, which is incorporated
into the 'acetate' entry, Total should equal 1,000 (see text),

(#) - These ICP results taken from water digest sample, not acid digest,

--, .._ ..... ._=.,.__ ,_ ,, _,,...__.,._ _ , _ . ._

IiI E.I0
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L'_""_',-'_ "_:TT_'J"' 4-_: _I: " ,, .'_LL" .,;,;;i.:_ _,"_.._'_:_::i • : .... .... :: ; _P_'C_I:::_v : - ='"._LU' J '"'! ."'_ _, .... ',,,,',,--.C_-J.--"---'m

....:._.!.!,._i...r.,;:::::_;.!_',!;:._i_i_:r:::::?,>.:_?:,:.I.,.?AL_.::.::3,::::::_:.;AN_[ON, CA_ [_}N:B_[,AN(_:::_[N:::WA[_R....$OLUB[L_::_I_AC_,:ION .!::.:r.:...........:;_:..:..i:::T....:::..:i.,:...,!.....
,I

......... l (mmolasper gram,.,as-rece,.,iv,od,soli,,ds) ...... _ .......

I SW/DRY SW/WETI sw/uoosElMANTAPEi Fi-C -

' "tL .... ,C'_t""_: ....

TOC, mmol/g 1 66 I 36 ],86 1,91 1,3._ . _ , , , , ._ , , ,.,, , , , , ,

N0_ 2,55 2,23 2,87 2,70 3, II

N0_ .... 2,55 1.91 2,41 2,02 3,68, ,,.--. ,, , , , ,,, ,, ,_ | _ _ , , __ , ,,_

C0x .... 1,07 0,65 1,45 1.75 1,84, , , ,,, u_. ,, r , , - , ,,, , , ,,,_ ,,

OH 0,82 1,09 0,06 0,31 0,09
, ................ , ......, , , , , ,, _ _ ,, _,,, , . , _ __,

_..pC)_ _ ....-_ ,, O,13 0,09 0,09 0,00 0,00, ........ , _ , ,.,,,, , . . , .. .,, ___

C1 0,28 O, ]9 0.27 0.28 0.40
,,,, ,,, ........ . ,,,,, . , _ , ,, , _ ,_, , ,,

SO/. , 0,08 .... . 0.08 _ 0,46 1.49 4,--22

AlOp 1,48 1,44 1.58 1,32 0,39:' i' ........ ....................
Na 10.56 I0.43 12,57 li.Bl I0.70

K 0.09 0,07.__.__ 0,09 O.ll ___-_---____-______0'14

_i6iii:T/:: ;i ;_: _ +i ; 10.87 9.01 11,85 13,69 20,19

' ,_ - , ,, , ,, , , . , , J u ,, , L , _ , _,

, ,,,,,, , . ,,, _ . : . ...... :___

............ ,,,,,, ...... I

*T_._._0TANIONS: 0,3*TOC + N0_ + N0p + 2*C0L__+ 3*P0,, + C1 + 2*S0_,+ Al0z_

* TOT CATIONS= Na + K

MEQ/G : milliequivalentsper,gram as-receivedsolids._ , , ,

! E.11
..... _?11 'lll_ ', ......... 'v
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_ I _TYPICAL SETUP ."
inlet tubing to analyzer

connect only during analysis or presparge

16" long air-cooled
ble trap

condenser

\

N 2 >>44cc

(optional) \

hard Teflon 6" test tube

...2 mm bore

constant level device

water bath reservoir

G.6
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HYDROGEN IS QUITE SOLUBLE IN REACTION MIXTURES
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IDA CONCENTraTiONVSRESPONSE
Nitrite 3.07 M, free OH 3.O M

t

a , 1
2.5 ................ -...................................:".............;...................

0

'-- 1.5
m

1 ........._................................................................_.............
I

1
0.5 ............._......................................._..............-.......................,............

t '!11 JI

0 0,1 0.2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0.7 0.8 0.9
IDA Molar Concentration

THE EXPERIMENT: A "mother solution" of NaOH and

NaNO 2 in water was prepared. Another solution
of IDA and an equivalent amount of NaOH was also
prepared. Various volumes of the second solution
were added to fixed volumes of the first in
four tubes and then the liquid volumes were made up
to a constant 4 CCo The tubes were thermostatted

at 95 C, sparged with air, and the hydrogen
so-generated "batch analyzed".

CONCLUSION: Reaction is first order in [IDA]

III G.12
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0

NiTRATE/NiTR'TECoNc.(M)
OH = 3 M, IDA=0.45 M (4 cc)

" 1.6

' !,1.2 ,..................... I_ _ -

= 1 ..... I-- --o t
oo 0.8- -
(D-- I t
_ 0.6 " ' .... 1_ ii.... r]0.4 , _-_."-i_- --i--

0.2- , _ ! I
f ! 1

0 "_ 'l I r

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Molar Concentration

I _ 1/2hour + _ohours _ threehours I

I

i

THE EXPERIMENT: A "mother solution" containing
IDA dissolved in excess NaOH was divided among
four test tubes. _wo different amounts of NaNO 3
were added to two of the tubes and NaNO 2 was
added to another. Volumes were adjusted to a
common value with water. The tubes were thermo-
statted at 95 C and the hydrogen generation rate
determined.

CONCLUSION:
I

1. Rate is proportional to nitrate conc.

2. nitrite is somewhat "stronger" than nitrate,

_I G.13



NiTRiTE M vs MicRoAmp RESPONSE
1,75 mmoles IDA, 3 Molar OH-

4 , + i t _ ]
-5 ' ' + t I + •
__.........i.........i........Y....._........i................vi........;:.......T.........i

..........i........T..................I i........+i.........!.....T+........".........:...........1
_ 25 + ' ' t I i _p- .................T....."........i........;........].....]...............
_' .! , + + I l

_ _'_1...........i.........i.......T.......[...........t............i..........<1......t+'
+I.......i........T........Y................i............t.........i-1 T..........0 5m.........:...................................

_J 1i...................i : Y.......................
0 0,5 1 1.5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4.5 5

Nitrite Concentration, Molar

M 1/2 hour + 2hours I

THE EXPERIMENT...A "mother solution" containing
IDA dissolved in excess NaOH was divided among

four test tubes. Various amounts of NaNO 2 were
added to the tubes and volumes were adjusted to
a common value with water. The tubes were thermo-

statted at 95 C and the hydrogen generation rate
in each determined.

CONCLUSION:

.i

H 2 generation is ist order in NO 2 .

G.14



" EFFECTof OH on Hydrogen response
" 5 uL Formalin-continous sparge

3.0 i _ i i
! i . i

" 2.5 ....... _' _........ _• . --
I

L.Y-. 'i" 2 0- .1................. ! ----_ ....... _...... ,........i

E ,

._o_1.5- /,ii ' ,O
r..)

1.0- / Ii, t

0.50,C.........._._.'j S- t __,i}I..............................................i' _'
0,0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0,8 0.9 1.0 1.1

NaOH/H20 Ratio

THE EXPERIMENT: 5 uL aliquots of 37% HCOH were
added to thermostated test tubes containing
various concentrations of NaOH. The solutions

were continuously sparged (44 cc/min) with air

and the H 2 in that air monitored. The coulombic
response at each [OH] conc. is shown in the plot.

Maximum chemical yield noted was 26%. A subsequent
repeat of the experiment at one [OH-] level using
nitrogen instead of air gave similar results.

observation: the H 2 peaks seen for low
[OH-] concs, were very low and broad...at
high [OH-], the peaks were not only much

larger but also much narrower.

CONCLUSIONS:

- i. Formaldehyde produces hydrogen fairly efficiently

at high OH- concentrations

2. Both the chemical yield and rate are sensitive to
[OH-]

3. No oxidant is required to produce H 2 from HCOH.



% HydrogEn YiEld vs Time .-
5 umoles HCOH, 3.85 M NO3- ..

9- j i ,<
7-:

>. 5 . /i i ! .......,..._ .
_0 4 " " -"/-----i ...... -7- .... -_Z-;.,T,._'=? ''_-" ...............v/ ! _ ............................r'

I ............. 1 I

._"'-"-_'--- . .... 1 i ....................
/ ± ........... ! .b .......................................... , ------.-----

1 ...... _./_____.,_,,,._!".... _'"'_' _;L ...._ _

0 __"'_':_::'_'"__ = = ' :,
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Time (minutes)

0MOH- .--+- 0.5MOH ..... _ .... 0.7MOH- 1

...._ .... 1,4 M OH- --x-- 1,9 M OH- J

THE EXPERIMENT: formaldehyde was added to test tubes

containing various amounts of NaOH and a constant
3.85 M nitrate. The tubes were thermostatted and any

accumulated H 2 "batch determined" at various times.

The plot shows total H 2 generated as a function of time.
After two hours, enough NaOH pellets were added to

tube #I to raise free [OH] from 0 to >i0 M...a huge
peak immediately appeared which integrated out
to a coulombic response corresponding to an 85% yield.

CONCLUSIONS :

i. Chemical yield is strongly dependent on [OH-]

2. Rate of hydrogen generation is also strongly

dependent on [OH-]

2. Formaldehyde (or the "real" H 2 precursor
derived from it) is not very volatile and is
stable in absence of free hydroxide.



A[uminate Cone. vs ua REsponse
" Free OH=3 M, IDA=0,5 M (4 cc)

2,5N

2.0 .. m

1,5 .........................................O +O_.

1.0-

0,5-

0,0- i

0,0 0,5 1.0 1,5 2,0 2.5 3.0 3,5
Aluminate Conc, Molar

I first hour + second hour

THE EXPERIMENT: A "mother solution" of Al(OH) 3
and excess NaOH was first prepared. Various

amounts of that solution were dispensed into four

tubes. 0.26 g. of IDA was added to each tube and

enough NaOH was added to bring free [OH-] to
a common value. Then 0.82 g. of NaNO 3 was added

to each tube and the volumes adjusted to 4 cc.

The tubes were then thermostated at 95 C and the

" hydrogen generation rates measured after one and
two hours.

. (Free OH = [total OH] - 2 [IDA] - [AI(OH)3])

CONCLUSION

Aluminum plays no part in H 2 generation from IDA

il, G.17



TEMPERATURE EFFECT EXPERIMENT ."

prepare large volume of 4.08 M NaNO 2, 4.86 M 0M-, 0.65 M IDA "2

place 4.72 g_. into small tube into a large tube "

insert condenser/stopper &
thermostat at 95°C thermostat at 66_C

eriodically determine accumulated H 2 & J
calculate response current

/
TIME(hfs) ua (95°C) ua (66_C) Ea(Kcal/mole)

0.5 4.24 1.86 24.1
(air sparged)

1.5 4,38 2.16 23,1

3 1.83 i.i0 21.4

(N2 sparged)
6 1.49 0.87 21.7

23 4.48 1.92 24.3
(air sparged)

24 4.84 2.25 23.6
_<fX/6 = 23 0 Kcal/mole

rate 95'_C/rate 56°C(SY 101's temp.) = 41:i

, G.18
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. [OH] vs RESpONSE/MolE IDA
4,3 M nitrite,2.4 M nitrate

2500 -- -

.............................................1 ooo I ;i ..............................i
¢

< 1500 .......................................................... '.............

I : I

= 500 ..................................................................
i

,Sl i, J .

0:---_ _'_ i
0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2.5 3 3,5

Hydroxide Conc, M

THE EXPERIMENT: A "mother" solution containing IDA,
excess NaOH, and NaNO 2 was "cooked" to > 240 C to
simulate long-term reaction at 50-60 C. Then water

was added along with enough HNO 3 to neutralize the
"free OH". The solution was split among four tubes
and various amounts of NaOH added. The tubes were

sparged with N 2 & thermostatted at 95 C. The plot
depicts _ydrogen response vs [OH-] at 24 hours .

CONCLUSIONS:
o

I. Rate is very low below 1 M free OH-

2. Rate prop. to [OH - "threshold level"]

5.19
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Low Level Hydroxide Experiment
IDA=0,59 M, NO2-=4,3 M (after 24 hours)

3,5

] /3.o ..............................

....

r
c 2.5 ...................- .......
0
O.

(_ 2.0 .......................................[£
¢o
O. 'E 1,5 /
cO ,/

o , /

_ i / ' I1 . t0.5 ........................',..................."................!....................I................. _....................:...................................

0,0 m-_:s - :- '----_" !
0,0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0,8 1,0 1.2 '1,4 1,6 1.8

Hydroxide Concentration, Molar

THE EXPERIMENT: A "mother" solution containing IDA,
sufficient NaOH to neutralize it, and NaNO 2 was
prepared. The solution was divided into five tubes

and various amounts of NaOH added. After diluting to
a con_lon volume (4 cc) the tubes were sparged with
N2 & thermostatted at 95 C. The plot
depicts hydrogen response vs [OH] at 24 hours .

CONCLUSIONS:

I. rate is very low below 1 M free OH

2. OH- "threshold level" is about 0.9 M

G,20
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D ILUTI ON EXPERI MENT
PREPARE A "MOTHER SOLUTION" WITH

0 43 M IDA -2 4 29 M OH-, & 5 69 M nitritem p • •

PLACE EQUAL VOLUMES (2.1 cc) INTO
EACH OF TWO TUBES

INCUBATE at 95aC, MEASURE ACCUMULATED H 2

& CALCULATE AVERAGE i
3,1 ua 3.0 ua

add 1.3 cc H20 (TV=3,4 cc)

INCUBATE BOTH AT 95_C

MEASURE H 2, & CALC. i!

!i "
_' 1.69 ua 0.38 ua

1.67 ua 0.36 ua

CALCULATIONS

DILUTION FACTOR = 2.1/'3.4 = 0.617

RATIOS OF OBSERVED RATES = •224 (,38/1.69) & .216 (•36/1.67)

ASSUMING RATE T = kI[ORG][OX][OH - 0°9]

WE'D PREDICT A RATIO OF

(.617) (.617) (.617"4.29-0.9)/(4.29-0.9)= 0.196

DILUTION "ORDER"

[dilution] n = [ratio of reaction rates]

solve for "n" ... get 3.09 & 3.19

I G.21
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. Mechanistic Elucidation of Chemistry in Tank 101-SY

Georgia Institute of Technology

February 7-8, 1991

Professors: Gene Ashby

Kent Barefield

Charles Liotta

Henry Neumann
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General Approach (E.C. Ashby_)

What is Important, But is Not Known?

1. Accurate rates of reactions

2. Accurate analysis of crust during and after reaction.

3. Accurate analysis of gases under various conditions

4. Determination of origin of H2and N20 (2Hand 15Nlabeling)

5. Analysis of organic products, gases and H2/N20 formed during the reaction undo
various conditions

6. Effect of radiolysis and calalysis

ii H'2



.Descrepenciesin Prior Art

1. Agnew - 15% of total gases come from organic compounds in 101-SY

Delegard - half life (t 1/2) of organic reactions is 100 hours.

2, Delegard - Na AIO2 necessary for gas evolution

Siemer - Na AIO 2 not necessary for gas evolution

3. Results from 101-SY N20/H 2 = 0.75

', Hart - N2/H2 = 11.7

4. Delegard - EDTA (thermal rx) does not produce gases

Hart- EDTA (radiolytic rx.) produces H2 and N20

, 5. Previous reports- H2, N20, NH3 are the products gases

,, Neumann - N2 and _ are produced iri 1'1 ratio

=,,
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Studies Involving:

(1) Rates of formation of Organic Products: *

O

II oH
HOCt4_ ----...- C - O >

- N'_

u

,, OH_..
Air

m

,, OH

Air, NO 2

mm

,, OH
r

a

Air, NO 3

I

" OH
w

la

Air, NO ;, NaAIO 2 etc,

(2) Concentration and stoichiometric studies

(3) Reactions carried out thermally and radiolytically

(4) Analysis of crust at various times during and after the reactions

ii
H.4
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KINETICS STUDIES

, DR, CHARLES LIOTTA
!

nitlal Kinetic studies to establish integrity of apparatus, concentration of

solutions and rates of reaction involving gas evolution,
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COMPONENTS OF GAS KINETICS
TRIAL A38

, COMPOUND M,W, [M] GRAMS

14EDTA 278,96 0,35 9,76

EDTA 2Na2H20 398,23 0,17 6,77

NaOH 40,00 4,88 , 19,52

Na2OAI_O33 H20 2"1'1,99 1,14 24,74

NaNO_ 69,00 3,55 24,50

NANO3 84,99 3,89 33,06

Na::CO_ 105,99 0,31 3,29

100mL distilled water
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"i'_ i ' i ,I i .,u, i , ,i, , ,, ,

Time (hours) mL gas oil bath °C hood °C barometric
3ress mm

Hg
u L , , , utJ ,,,, i , i , ,, -

0 0 122 26 737
, ,, , ,. ,, .,,,. ,,, ,, , , ,, t i i ,,,, ,,, , ,,

0,25 28,1 90 26 737 °
,, , i i , , i ii i . i _ j i ,,u i , , i , , ,

0,50 45.0 107 26 737

0,75 60,8 118 26 737
, u, i ,, i j , i i , , ,, , , ,,,,,,, , i , ,

1 72,1 117 26 737
, , i , ,,, ,

1,25 8012 120 26 737
, , , , •,,,,

1,75 96 124 26 737
......... m , i ,.,,, ,J,

17,5 107 120 26,5 733
,,, ,,, , ,,,.. ,

24 108,7 122 28 733
,n i , , ,, , J, , , " ' '

28 110,1 123 26,5 733
,, ,,,, ,, , ,, ,

41,5 "108 119 25 744
,, t ,, ,, , , [ ' "

48 107,4 119 25.5 744
, ,,, , ,, ,, , |J , , , ,,,,

65,5 107,7 118 26 750
, J , ,

72 107,6 117 26 750
,, , ....... , ,, ,,

89 108,9 121 26
, , ,., ,,,,, , .,,, ,, , ,.,, ,

95 11 5,4 122 26

101 119.5 '122 27
,, , , , ,., , ,

116,5 122,5 123 26
i I,I ,,,, ,u "' ' 'q ...... ' ' ' "'

124 124.4 t 22 27
,,,, ,, , , ,, ,,, ,, ,,,

137,5 124.9 121 25 745
,,,, ,,,, i , , , J

140,5 125,8 122 25,5 745 "
, i ,

149 125,3 120 27 745
41,

lbl IZS.5 121 25
, , ,, i L ;





Determination of Reaction Progress and Products by NMR

Dr. Kent Barefield

By NMR can determine'

(1) rate of product formation

(2) nature of the product

(3) hydrogen exchange phenomena

' H.12
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Exploratory IH and t3C NMR Studies on a Simulated Waste Mixture

,, Objective:

To examine lH spectra in D20 to avoid interference due to H20 and to check for exchange of
HEDTA C-H with solvent.

To examine feasibility of using 13Cfor studies of HEDTA decomposition.

Conclusions:

Exchange of carboxymethyl group hydrogens with solvent is complete in less than 24 h at 120o
C.

Exchange of other protons is not detectable up to 168 h.

Between 24 and 48 h a new resonance appears in the lH spectrum at 5 8.3; new resonances are
also detectable at 8 2.4 and 8 2.8.

At 168 h the above proton resonances are more intense and a new 13Cresonance is detectable at
8 180.4 in addition to those at 8 180.6 and 5 180.8 due to HEDTA due to the carboxyl groups.
New, unassigned, resonances at 8 45.5 and _ 54.6 are also present.

Implications:

Deuterium labeling of carboxymethyl groups may not be useful in exploring sources of gaseous
hydrogen.

NMR should be a useful technique for in situ monitoring of the degradation of HEDTA,
particularly of 13Clabeled materials.



_HNMR spectra at 48 h and 168 h

Solvent- D20
D
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lH NMR spectrum (D20) of HEDTA in basic solution
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H.15 '-:
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130 NMR spectra of HEDTA in simulated tank mixture
at 48 h and 168 h

16_h

I

,_ A 4_hd_

t •

185 64 80 56

H.16
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, Solution Inorganic Chemistry

Thermochemistry

(Dr, Henry Neumann)

Analyses using data from the Delegard, Agnew and Hart reports

'il
H. 17



Slurriesof Delegard Compositions

(1) Compositions of the solid phase (or phases) and of the solution not
certain, May vary with order of putting reagents together. *

(2) Solution is saturated with at least one of NaNO3, NaNO2, and Na2C03;
or any two; or ali three,

(3) For systematic study of kinetics, must begin with homogeneous solutions,

II
14.18
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Principle oxidizing agent Is NO 3,11

Reduced product could be NO2, NO2, N20, or N2 but NO2and NO2 are
• most commonly observed, In simple mechanisms,1 electron reducing

agents give NO2,2 electron reducingagents give NO2"

When NO2 is formed it would only exist transiently,

i H.19



NO2 Is known to undergo disproportionation In basic solution

2OH + 2NO 2 ...... > NO2"+ NO3"+ H20

Reactions in Table I of Hart report provide a mechanism for this,

31- NO2 + NO2 .......> N204 4,6 x 108

32- N204 ...... > NO 2 + NO 2 7,0 x 103

27- H20 + N204 ...... > NO2 + NO3+ 2H+ 1,1 x 103

19- H++OH- ..... >H20 1,4x101t



,_ In writing a net reaction to accourlt for degradation of
a complexing agent, lt Is assumed that oxidation of

,, O's is due to NO3- ..... > NO2

Formation of N20 or N_is attributed to

reaction of amtne nitrogens with NO3 or NO2"



N

N

q .

Estimate of Maximum heat generated

(Agnew Report)

EDTA'L"+ 6NO3"+ 2NO2"+ 02......> 6 CO32 + 4002 + 4 H20 + 3N2 + 2H2 + 2 N20

=
_..'_"857,3kcal(-3587 kJ)



, EDTA4" + 140H" + 17N03" ---..> 2N20 + 2H2 + 100032. + 11 H20 + 15 NO2

', ._',H= -2857 kJ

EDTA 4 + 14OH + 15NO31+'15 2N + 2H2 + 10 CO32"+ 11 H20 + 13 NO2 ._LL-Y " 2

4H = -3221 kJ

EDTA 4"+ 14Ot'1"+ 19NO3"- ....>2N20+ 10CO32+ 13H20+ 17NO2"

_H = -3227 kJ

EDTA 4' + "14Ot-I"+ 17NO3 .... > 2N2+ 10CO32" + 13H20 + 15NO 2"

,_kH= -3591kJ

iiI H,23



Conclusion: Estimate is not very sentstive to the reactions chosen since

the major effect artses because of oxidation of ali C to C032
I,

If oxidation of C's is less extensive, L_.Hless negative, For example, if
2 _ _

C204 is product rather than 0032, add + 1275 kd to each of values above

(C2042 was chosen since data were available to make the calculation)

Both this analysis of the thermal reaction and the results of the
2.and theradiation chemistry, point to formation of NO2 and CO3

destruction of NO 3 rl solution, Assuming that the solution In the tank in
1980 was either saturated (or close to saturation)in NaNO3, NaNO2, and

Na2CO 3, the solids coming out of solution now are probably NaNO2 and

Na2COs, lt is possible that NaNO3,deposited at an earlier time, Is now
dissolving,

A consideration related to crystallization of Na203 from media

containing NO3:

Studies of incorporation of foreign ions into a forming crystal latttce
indicate that Ions of the same size are frequently Incorporated: The NO 3

and CO32 ions would be almost Identical in size and shape. Thus NO3"
2-

might occupy sites in the lattice normally occupied by CO3 , To maintain

electroneutrality, there would be an appropriate number of vacancies at
normal Na+sites, A crystal with such defects would have a lower density

W,

than normal Na2CO3, Only a limited amount of these defects could occur
without distortion of the crystal lattice.

H.24
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Comments on Mass Spectrometer Data for October 24, 1990, Gas Release
,, (Data from Preliminary Results, 241-SY-101 Tank Venting, October 24,

1990; Presented by D. G. Baide)

A

Has anyone pointed out that the mass spectrometer data strongly
suggest that N20 and N 2 appear in the products in a 1'1 ratio?

In ttnefollowing it is assumed that the sample being analyzed at any
time is a mixture of product gases and air of normal composition, lt is
further assumed that 0 2 is not a product gas. The ratio of N2/O2 is 3.913 at
the first time measured (0625), and it then decreases to an average value
of 3.719 after 1200. The value of 3.719 is taken as characteristic of natural
air. Hence the difference between the measured ratio at some time and
3.719 is a measure of the amount of product N2 in the mixture.

The table shows the ratios of product N2/O 2 and of N20/O2at various

times. The conclusion is that N 2 and N20 are formed in equal amounts

within the accuracy of the data.

This is a surprising result, as one would have expected N2 and N20

to be formed by separate mechanistic paths. Some constant ratio would
have been expected for product N2/N20 if they are formed by separate

mechanistic paths, but that the ratio would be 1'1 by coincidence is
extremely unlikely. The results suggest that N2©_are formed along a single

mechanistic path. _ _z..

Is there some other explanation for these observations?

il H.25



l

Time N2/O2 (product N2)/O 2 N20/O2

0625 3.913 0.194 0.199

0636 3.893 0.I 74 0°172

0647 3.853 0.134 0.146

0658 3.814 0.095 0.127

0720 3.793 0.074 0,095

0735 3.809 0.090 0.076

0750 3.762 0.043 0.061

0810 3. 773 0.054 0.047

0830 3.770 0.051 0.039

0852 3.784 0.065 0.032

0912 3.748 0.029 0.027

0932 3.761 0.042 0.022

0952 3.748 0.029 0.019

lOl2 3.739 0.020 0.015

I042 3. 739 0.020 0.013

I132 3°745 0.026 0.007

1232 3.718

1332 3.712

1431 3. 732 Average = 3.719
/

2001 3.714 _

0449 3.719
N

II H.26
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OBSERVED RESULTS FROM RADIOLYSIS IN AN SRS WASTE TANK
, (DATA TAKEN IN 1974)

NED E. BIBLER

SOLUTE CHANGES:

NITRITE INCREASES, NITRATE DECREASES

GAS EVOLUTION"

EXPERMENTALMIXTURE:

N2 36,8% /
02 56.4% "

,I

H2 7.5% ,,, "' ,1

COMPOSITION AFTER AIR REMOVAL:
,,

02 86% .!1
H2 14%

!

O2/H2 - 6.1

THIS_ISREASONABLE FOR A 3-4 M NO3-SOLUTION

Ii ,i
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,ARGONNENATIONALLABORATORY
.,9700 Suulh(.;As'.,A,,'l.nu(.,Arqonn(.,Illln__l,.,6043() FAX Numt_r: 708.972.4993

w

- February 1l, 1991

Dr, Thomas H, Dunning, Jr,
Molecular Science Research Center
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington 99352

Dear Tom:

Phil Horwitz requested that I send you copies of the transparencies thai 1 used iramy short presen-
tation to the Tank Science Panel, These are enclosed here, Obviously, they were part of a presen-
tation, but if you need further clarifications, I will be happy to provide them to you, I found the
meeting enlightening,

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

/g_ /, ' /,2 .

Dan Meisel _ ......
Chemistry Division

DM/lb

encl,

ti

_il operated bY,TheUnIvERsiTyOtChk:agofor TheUnitedStatesDep:_rtmenTof Energy

:ii J.1
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(y or_3 Radiation)

O

H20 >-.. c'aq ; H'; H2 OH ; H202; H+

H20

e'aq + NO3" --,- NO2 + 2OH" (k=l,0x1010 M'ls'l; in 2M nitrate '_= 35 ps)

OH + NO2" -," NO2 + OH" (k=l,0xl010M'is'l;tn 2M nitrite'x=35ps)

e- (-AE; 20-30 eV)

e-f_,...,._ +

./%. __ ox + e.H/ H

OH; H + _f -_e'i
e-

aq
II

OH 20 A
H +

II

5000 A

,3;2

!i!!,
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Consequences:
W

1, Fast (<10-12 s)

a, "Direct" Lffects (>22% of the energy is absorbed by NO3" at 5M)

b, Precursors (presolvation) reactions (at 0,5M only 3"7%e- solvate)

c, High base, NO3", NO2", very important to minimize H generation

2, Inhomogeneous kinetics:

a. Local high concentrations

b, Competition between: recombination, diffusion and scavenging

Questions and Answers:

Q. Any tt2 produced directly (Unscavengable) by radiolysis of waler?
Important because it may be unavoidable,

A. If any, gH2< 0,06

Q. Any H produced directly by radiolysis?
A. Definitly; At least with GH = 0.65; but obviously scavengable, We

suspect tlais to be a major concern

Q..Any effect of organics?
A. H + RH--,. H2 + R" may be important in either homogeneous (>10-8 s)

or more probably "spur" competition.

(I

i

Jil; d,3



Radiation Chemistry of NOx ] "
i i ) i iii

_ n_ _ ._ .............

e'aq

pKa , s x2

NO32".2OH'_ Ni2 _ N204 ....

NO 2- -...,
................ h...._, ii .,

e'aqpKa , s x2
_NO 2. _---_..N_ .._ N O

=

!

- PKa's .. NO t._
N202 --,.i--- NO

i lNO /
l i iii i i iiiI '4NO+2OH" _ N20+ 2NO 2" + H20

|

I
I J,4
!
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t.

Strategy:

, 1, What is known already

Yields; Rate constants; Early effects
lt

2. Establish the facts on simulated wastes

a. Measure effect of organics on H2 and N20 yields (gas chromatogrphy

and mass spectrometry), Oxidizing eq, seem of interest only for or R'

production,

b. Measure effects of temperature

c. Measure effects of high particulates concentrations

3. Model inhomogeneous kinetics of highly concentrated solutions (incl.

effects of: Precursors, Viscosity, Ionic strength, Time dependence of k)

4. Offer and test remedies if possible,

ii d.5
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SUMMARY OF [{I:;0 [{ri'0SULTS
ii

SOLUTION:] U':]ED. 1.56M NaOH; 1.0M NAA102; 1.SM NaNO._; ]..SM NANO2;

0.025M EDTA; 0.0[{SM Citric Acid.

In EDTA solutions G(II2) -- 0.0].3; G(N20) - ).15; G(CO;!) • 1.87 (in the

absenc_ of NANO2). 02,N2, N20 and H202 were noI: found in the
irradiated marl:i>;.

The reaction mechanism oI_ Table I was run using CHEMSIMUL, the Danish

compute, r program, on the matrix alone with (3(112) :--0.06. Some results
are :

II;!"[:;not consumed by L'eaction 12.

G(II2) [oi:ills with a yj, eld G(I.12) = 0.06.
C;(-N(]3 ....) _. C.;(NO2-) : ],57

St{:ady state conccl_t]:ations of the transient species are:

NO;{, NO, 0'2. E-G9 - E-10 molar

NO3--; NO7_'-- N203; N2C)4 E-i4 "

O-; e-a(:l; O_- E-J8 - E-22 " '
' , ,

The EDTA alld NO2 fi]:(:_:r.adicals were identi[ied as transient species by

pulse L-_ld'Lo'.ly::;is.
, ,

N?.O ]'.-_ :l/:30th _:t's soluble .in the waste solution as ii_ :water,

Flowing an air--I.','.',_ CO2 l/lixtuce over the waste solutio_ heated to 50 C.
produce:_ ,.ict:ust within 2,1 hours.

Flowing moist C02-1:ree air over the solution for days produced no
crust al_d i_o not iccab].e loss of" water.

l

K.1
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C-'roe41":2,5'
G(El-]) =4.76

G(H2)=0.06

G(H202) =0.54 APPENDIX il

G(H[ +])=3.86
(T:ime _n _e,cond-_; Concentrations in moles/liter)

O(1-120) =-8.74

G(NO2[.]) =0.3

G(NO3[-]) =-1.2

G(NO2)=0.9 ._ •

NEW start concentrations

CON(I-120) =40.28

CON(OH[m])=2.88

CON(H[ +1)=2.sabD- 15

CON(NO3[-]) =3.72

CON(NO2[-]) =2.96

CON(B)= o.o
Total Dose .......................= 5.66E + 04/'2 _;L._ ..'1.,* 'a ._ I t,"u ]v'-,.,:,.La

Radiation time per radiation .....= 6.30E+07 2 ,._p_ .
Date of computation:19-OC'T-1990, 12:51:46

RESULT TABLE "2. t q _ / ..,,'_.CZ,_,I._?).,

TIME OH OH[-] O[-] t-I20 El-]
Iq ',,,,, 0,00E + 00 0,00E +00 2,88E + 00 0.00E + 00 4.03E + 01 0.00E + 00

;,,_ 3,15E+07 7,21E-20 2.88E+00 2.50E-18 4.03E+01 9.26E-20

'-','. 6.30E+07 7.20E-20 2.88E+00 2.45E-18 4.02E+01 9.31E-20

RESULT TABLE

TIME H2 02[-] HO2[-] 02 O2[--]
_',, 0.00E + 00 0.00E +00 0.00E + 00 0.00E + 00 0.00E + 00 0.00E + 00

_, 3.15E+07 1.75E-03 9.51E-23 3.15E-09 8.72E-11 1.39E-36

,., 6.30E+07 3.47E-03 1.84E-22 3.15E-09 1.73E-10 1.35E-36

RESULT TABLE
t

TIME 03[--] H H202 HI +] O[--]
_ n nn=.,, nn n nnw.a-nN NOOE+O0 0.00E+ 00 3.64E-15 0.00E+ 00

i "_ 3.15E+07 0.00E+ 00 1.39E-05 5.04E-12 2.54E-15 6.71E-19
/

... 6.30E+07 0.00E+00 5.45E-05 5.05E-12 2.54E-15 6.72E-19

1i K.2
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Total Dose .....,................. = 5,66E+04

R F_,SU LI" TA BLE

TIME O1.I OH[-] O[.] H20 E[-]
',,"/ 0.00E:t.00 7,20E-20 2198E+00 ,2.45E-]8 4.02E+01 9,31E-20

t;". 3,15E+07 7.19E-20 2.8812+00 2.41E-18 4.02E+ 01 9.3712-20

,.,,; 6.30E+ 07 7.18E-20 2.8812+00 2.38E-18 4.0212+01 9.42E-20

RESU L'F TABLE

............................. .... o......... ..... .........................

, TIME I12 O2[-] 1IO2[-] O2 02[-- 1
",'" 0.00E+ 00 3,47E-03 1,84E-22 3.15E-09 1,73E-10 1,35E.36

_' 3,15E+07 5,17E-03 2.68E-22 3,1613-09 2,58E-10 1.30E-36

,,,_ 6,30E+07 6,84E-03 3,47E-22 3,17E-09 3,41E-10 1.27E-36

RESULT TABLE

_. TIME O3[-1 1I 1-1202 II[ + ] O[--]
',, 0.00E+00 0,00E+00 5,45E-05 5.05B..12 2.54E-15 6.72E-19

"': 3.1512,+07 0.00E+ 00 1.21E-04 5.06E-12 2,54E-15 6.72E-19

<,,t 6.3012,+07 ().00l_,+00 2.11E-04 5.07E-12 2.53E-15 6.7317,-19

RESU I...'1'"I'ABLE

TIME NO2[-] NO2 NO3[-] NO3[--] NO2[--]

_.,,., 0,00E+ 00 3,06E+ 00 2,67E-09 3.62E+ 00 8,13E-14 2.90E-14

v ,_ 3,1512+07 3,1lE+00 2,65E-09 3.5713+00 8,07E-14 2.97L 14

,I-_t 6,30E+07 3.16E+00 2,64E-09 3,5213+00 8,01E-14 3,04E-14
RESU LT TA BLE

TIML: NO N204 N203 O B

',.., 0.00E+00 8,09E-10 6.38E.14 5,48E.14 0.00E+00 9.97E+ 00

._"_ 3.15E+07 8.32E-10 6,33E.14 5.61E-14 0.00E+ 00 9.95E+ 00

',.;q 6.30E+ 07 8.54E-10 6.27E-14 5.73E-14 0.00E+ 00 9.94E+ 00

RESUUI" TABLE

TIME P IIEAT TEM P

,,,, 0.00E + 00 3,17E-02 0.00E +00 3.{)0E+ 02
4

_': 3.I5E+07 4.76E-02 0.00E+00 3:_0E+02

:.'_ 6.30E + 07 6.34E-02 0.00E +00 3,00E + 02

...... ....... ,,I,'",.... ,_.... ,,..... r, .......... ,,,,,,,,.,,, ,, .... _, ,........ ,, ,,.,,,,,,., ,r,_,plll_,.,,n ,, , e,,.,r ,,,,.,,,,, .... ," " II1' 'I' '_'..... _ r,, '"'t"I"'V'q,e.... 'lPI'......"' "I'q!"'Pr,lr " "_11'Ip"'q_'nllq|[P"''rl'['Ilrql''1' "'
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ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABOKATORY Page 2 of 3

Report of Analytiaal Results
ACL Job. No. 91-0113-01 through -12

f_ 1 _'_ _ 3

, Al4
H2 3.21 ± 0.05 32.5 .+ 0.3 1.36 ± C.02
He 82.8 ± 0,3 40.7 ± 0.4 8_.8 ± 0,3

H20 0,014 ± 0,007 3.8 ± 0.4 0,04 ± 0.01
N2 9.55 ± 0.I0 6.7 ± 0.i 6.34 ± 0.07

02 2.10 ± 0.02 16.0 ± 0.2 7 28 ± 0.(7
Ar 0.12 _+0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.08 _+0.01

N20 2,15 ± 0.II 0.25 _+0.05 0.064 t 0.004

H2 6.9 ± 0.i 1.72 ± 0.03 2.5 ± 0.3 ,$,C-
He 0.003 ± 0.001 0,14 +_0,01 42,0 +_2,1

H20 3,8 ± 0.4 0.64 ± 0.06

N2 73.7 _+0.7 66.4 _+0.7 13.7 ± 0,7 _K,'I
02 14,5 ± 0.2 16.9 +_0.2 I0._9 ± 0.5 _5.'_
Ar 0.90 ± 0.02 0.78 _+ 0.01 0.16 +_0,02

N:O 0.13 +_0.04 13.5 + 0.7 0.09 ± 0.03 C',_k

#8 #9 # I0

I'd_ b,

H_ 11.9 ± 0.6 I_',_ 5.3 ± 0.I 4.5 ± 0.I
He 0.31 ± 0.03 76.5 .± 0.7 0.026 +_0.002

H20 28.,0 ± 2.8 3.4 +_0.4 3.0 _+0.3

N2 14.1 ± 0.7 iq'(' 7.3 ± 0.I 58.9 +_0.6

O_ 0.67 ± 0.03 _,g,'5 0.92 ± 0.02 12.8 _+0.2
Ar 0.05 + 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0,66 _+0,07

N20 44.9 ± 2.7 &_._ 6.5 ± 0.4 20..I ± 1.0

ALL SAMPLES SHOW H2 AND N20

A/4 (MATRIX); H2 MUCH GREATER THAN N20
A/4'S LIBERATE 02

EDTA AND HEDTA; N20 MUCH GREATER THAN H2

HIGH He DILUTION IN i, 3, 7, 9 AND ii
HIGH H20 IN 7 AND 8

HIGH AIR IN 4, 6 AND i0

K.5



I]I,IHHAR7 Of ANl, l,iASS 13PIfiCTROIHET[< ANAGYSBS

I,IATRIX - 2,2'I H N,IAIO2; 3.49 H NnOll;3,55 H NaJNO2; 3,[)9 M NaNI)3,
Thin inl×tur, u was heter. Oq.liOils aiicl was dilltud by [acto_s 0£ 2 (Hl2)
alid 4 (i1/4),

,i

I_I_A'I'UIII_ , hCillF, DI_,N:IJT7 HAflLI ,GPb:CTIIA OAS CIIROMATOOIIAI_IIY
KRAD O/CC V(l12) VfN20) Y(II2) Y(N20)

9, .

MI4 ..... '3'IJ9,G I,,"143 0',0119 , 0 004 ' ' '
i

H/4 27'I;!. 1 143 0 01'I 0 0003 0,012

Hl4 4093 1 ]43 0 085 0 000O k

141210,175M CA iG'lll i 294 0 035 0 024 0,04'I

l_I/2_(],JVSH (JA ' 1669 i 2,117 0 045 0 0[,5

M/210,08514 b:DTA 3122 I 2[14 0 0018 0 014

i-I1210,1'151'I IIlJ:LITA 3122 1 ;_LIG 0 0765 0 lll) 0,02 0,i(12

Yiulcl (Y) in llliUl_oHll. (_(X) = 0,9G4 x Y(X)

,']UMMAIIYOI" AHI, GAS CII|{OMATOGRAPlIY ANALYSI_S

SOhU'I'IOII 11,I H/2 DO,GE DI_IIBI'I'Y Y(l12) Y(N20)

0,0425 F,I)TA.I 0.00'15 III_HJ'rA '15, i 1 285 0,044 0,30

" 309"I I 205 0,90

" 131,9 1 2U5 0,56

0,0851,]DTAi 0.175111_DTA 282.8 i 280 0.088

0,0115 I_,',hTA 131.9 1 284 1,09

0,1'lh Ill,DTA 131.9 1 28G 0,38

NI) NnAIO2 2972 1 233 0.0016

ED'rA+III_DTA(tulle ) 305.0 I 391 0.099

ii 1698 i 391 0,695

4
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WIIERI;_ DOEr{ Tllld EXTRA IIYDROGEN COHE Fl{OM'i'

101-.'17 LIE'JUi/I'[; [IIIOW TIIAT TIIF, N20/112 RATIO Irl AIIOUT L,0,

CO-60 (IAHHA RAYS Sllow AN N20/I12 RAT/O OF AUOOT I0,

AUCJU_]T I%URI) I{IIOWS A RATIO OP 0,75 AT A GAS VOh OF 'I000 CUI31C FT,

'1{1(}0FT I':URIC Frf'EQUALS 64,ll CUIIIC FT/DAY

CI(I12) = O,l}G PlC,OVIDES 13,3 "
117 NI,;I,:I)I,:I_ fOR 0,'lh RATIO 42,3 "
{12 UNACCOUNTED li'Oi{ 29,0 "

RADIATION I'II()DUCI,:I)112 llAtJ TWO 'JOURCES (I) SPUR AND (2) SCAVI".NCIINC{ OF
II-ATOH.-q I]Y ORGANIC HOLECUhE:],

TIIE HECIIANIIIH:

[li'(/ll I{I{;AC:T l ONS k (H-.is-i)

II I ii --> I12 1.0 1,1+i0
II I NO3- --> NO2 ._ O11- 1.4 I!1+06
II _ NO2- --> NO . O11- 'l,i E_08

II Gill?) = 0,C{& for 3,0 H N,'_NO3, I, hell 0(l12) = 0,00012 eor 3,0 H NAN03
I. 3,0 H N;_I(.)2,

COtlCI,U'_IION: (Jill2) = 0,06 ILl [,'Ali TOO IlIOll FOIl 101-IIY LIOLUTIONS,

I_,I,JACTION,'] IN 0,i H :lCAVh',lq(;l,;l{ K(H-Is-I) £(II) 0(I12)

li l EDTA --> {12 6,0 EO'I 0,0020 O.O0tl'l

II + IICOO---> 112 2,1 E0U 0,0096 0,030
II I lll}O3 .... > li2 2,0 F09 0,0li4 0,250

¢JOIICI,UIIIONI IIADIA'I'IOI4Ill A HINOIi SOURCE OF li2 IN EDTA SOLUTIONS

i K.7



i

'I'III_NHAb 0TUDIF.B (26 I{0URS /VI' 00 C)

L;O[,UTION VOt,(I) DENSI'I'Y inlcroH N20 mlc_oH N2o/h_, i_

I,'0DTA_ IIEDTA (corm) 0,01.45 11391 126.5 4.87

M/21 0,i'15 M OA 0,011 1,284 91,'I 3.53

H/2 _ 0,I,'15 H 'CA 0,011 1,294 NONE ---

E'J'I'IHATI,IOF I{ATE A'I° 120 I,'(54,4 C)

AI]flUHE AN ACTIVATION ENERGY OF 14400 CAb/HOLE, TIII,:N TIII_ I{I!:LATIVE RATI_

(00 C154,4 C} = 0.2

TIIEN TIIB I_:S'I'IHA'I'ED TIIEI(HAh [{ATE AT 130 [,',I."I 0.2 X 4,07 _, 0,9'15 I_llc:roM
N20/hr.

At_.qUMI,: TIIAT TIlE RADIATION RATE l.'l I NDI_PENDENT OF TIlE TEHt)EI_ATUI{I,:,

TIIEN TIIE RADIATION RATI,: IN TANK 10I-BY = 0,605 X 3,2.5 KRAD/hU = 2,2G

inl ur. oH N20/hr,

FP.ACTION TllEI{HAL = 0,975/11,235 = 0,30 (30%)

t!l K.8
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................. k..................... H . , ,,, , Jt II,. JlJ ,J II , kiLt...... Ll,,ll, ,,, IUl

lp RI_IA[YI'IOI, II] I,'oRHIN(I N2.O

lll(Jl I hP:VI+ii, WAil'I'll, II I_III.'JlJU(]I_I l12r N?,O Al,II) dO2 Wt'I'll
n(112) :, 11,32; (](I,12[)) = O,9L Al'ii) 0(CO2) -" 3,1;4,

41 AI';D| ['l(J HII21'III2 (]I_IP,A'I'I,Y I NCI(I,:AIII,:I] tl(N20 ANl) (l( H2 )
t,12,114 .t LIliu2 -'-> 1`120 t 14113 t II,{O
N2114 I- 112[;2 --2 1,12 .I +4 1120

L,'ORHI C_ AC! I) DI!_,Nl't'll I I"! (JWL'| I;ll,I Ol_' WA,_'I'I_J PRODUCL!;S I'I20
IINO2 ,I llC:OOll--> 111`10, I (JO2 + 1120
IIHO2, .I IKIOO11--'_ 11(I.I lldOO, _. H20

I11`IO,t fig -.-;,I',I'2,OI _]II,

'I'III_P,I,IAI, I_,I,IACPIUNII oi _' I_Io
2ROll . 4NO --> 2KN02 _ H20 + 1120
K2803 + 2t,10 --> K2_'Io,I _ N20

PULBE l_Abl Oldl[_ I L_ i_l_AfJ41'lOI'Ill
N202- --> N20 ._ o-
1,1303- --> 1`120 .I NO2-

NI!:WIIZ,AC'I'|O1`I,'][,'OR'I'III_I.II_ClIAIII,cJNOP 'I'AI.IL[_I
k(N-ls-l)

1120 --> II + t:_ll

II _ II --> 112 1,0 I_i0
H _ Oil- --> t_l-arl 2,0 E[I'I
CHI t O11-+> 11202 4,11 l,:(ID
NrJ I 02- --> N_- i 02 L,O I_I0

t'4t'_+NO- --> _4202-- 2,5 I_O9
N2O2- -I I'IO -'5 HJOJ- 4,9 l_0G
N202- --> N20 _ O-, 3,5 I_,I.)2
N3u.I- --> N20 I- NO2- 2,5 E02
11 .i [+JI)TA -- ;' 112 + I+:D'|'A, G,O _0'I
NO _ I,:DTA+ --> t+/DTA(I£O FAS'L'
I_:D'I'AINO --> N20 -I. PI_ODUC'I'I_ SLOW

=
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Mr. John L. Deichman,
Manager Waste Tank Safety Program
Westlngbouse Hanford Company
PO Box' 1970

, Richland,WA

Dear John:

SUMMARYOF THE TANK WASTE SCIENCE PANEL MEETING

A meeting of the Tank Waste SciencePanel was held in Denver,CO on February7
& 8, 1991, "Thepurposeof the meetingwas to discussthe latest resultsfrom
Tank 241-SY-I01and from the work that has been carriedout both by the Panel
members and by those funded to performstudieson the chemical and physical
mechanismstaking place in this tank. The purposeof this letter is to
providea brief _ummaryof this meetingl completemeetingminuteswill follow,

The meeting startedwith the sad news that Dick Wa'llacefrom SavannahRiver
Laboratoryhad a massiveheart attack on January18, 1991. N. E. (Ned)

Bibler,who will be.replacingDick, indicatedthat the prognosisis not good.Dick will be missed

Some of the work that is summarizedbelow has been carriedout on the
investigator'sown time and with existingequipment, Contractsfor the
studiesat Argonne were just recentlyput in place and the contract for the
studies at Georgia Instituteof Technologyhas yet to be completed, For both
the work at Argonne NationalLabs and at Georgi'aInstituteof Technology.the
processof negotiatingthe statementof work has substantiallydelayedthe
initiat,ion of work. This issue 'Isthe subjectof a separateletter that will
be sent to WestinghouseHanfordCo. management,

Below are bulleted items from the meeting:

. There was a requestfrom one of the Panel member for someoneto provide
the charters of the other Panels/TaskForces/Committeesthat are

studyin7 this issue and other issues and to provide a statenlentof wherethe Tan Waste SciencePanel fits into the scheme.

. D, M, (Denis)Strachanpresentedthe resultsof his attemptsat
obtalningkineticinformationfrom the waste level data that exist for
Tank I01-SY. His analysissuggeststhat the rate of gas evolutionis
independentof the physical phenolnenatakingplace in the tank. That
is, the gas productionoccurs all of the time and the burps are the
result oP the physicalphenomenataking place in the tank. Although a
more thorough analysisis needed,the data are consistentwith the
hypothesisthat the gas generationrate is a functionof the cesium or

. strontiumdecay, Also, the gas generationrate appears to be
independentof temperaturebetweenburps, independentof the hydrogen
and other gas pressures,and independentof time between burps. A more
formal statisticaltreatmentof the data will be undertaken.

Denis has also used the tank heightdata to provideconsistencyto the

model of the crust formation, In the proposedmodel, the crust is
partiallyformed by waste that is ejectedonto the top of the crust
during a burp. rhis model is consistentwit,hthe gamma scans, the
picturesof the crust, the samplesthat have been obtainedfrom the
crust_ and the tank heightmeasurements.

- • D.S. (Don)Trent (PNL) presentedthe resultsfrom the numerical

L,I
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calculation of the October 24, 1990 gas release event The thermal
rofile of the waste is similar to that observed, This simulation showsD

_hat the process is random and that the flow of the hot waste does not
all occur up the side of the tank,

, W, J. (Bill) Thompson (Washington State University) presented the
results from a study of synthetic cfu t provided to him by DL (Dan)
Hefting and DA (Dan) Reynolds of WHC.s The technique used was dynamic x-
ray diffraction in which the sample 'is held In a x-ray diffractometer
while it is heated. The heating rate is similar to that used in a
differential scanning calorimeter. Gas analyses can also be made,
Phase ana'lysis is made at each temperature.

These results indicate that carbon dioxide is evolved at about 200 C in
a nitrogen atmosphere and at about 300 C in air. Nitrogen dioxide and

NO are evolved at 300 C in nitrogen and 400 C in air, A correlation
between the DSCdata and the x-ray diffraction data is still in
progress.

. Dan Herting (WHC, invited)presented the results from the chemical and
thermal analyses of the samples taken from the crust, This presentation
was the same as the presentation made in January 1991 before the High
Level Waste Tank Task Force and Technical Advisory Panel,

Dan presented the results from his gas generation studies. These
results indicate a four day induction period, the evolved gases are in
different ratios than observed in the tank gases, the reaction rate is
independent of the gases evolved, nitrogen _s evolved, and oxygen is
consumee. His data are consistent with the data obtained by Delegard in
1981.

• Dan Reynolds (WIIC) presented data on the October 24_ 1990 gas release
event. In his presentation, Dan discussed the g scans, liquid level
detection methods, the status of the waste level ammameasurement systems,
the pressure and gas composition during the release event. Fie also
discussed the possibility of diluting the evolved gases by injecting
nitrogen at or near the tank bottom. The major engineering problem with
this method was delivery of the nitrogen.

• D, D. (Duane) Siemer (WINCO) provided results from his studies on the
development of a low level hydrogen sensor. During this development
effort, he discovered that h}drogen Is evolved from strongly alkaline
solutions containing organics. Concentrating on the initial stages of
the reaction, he finds no dependence of the generation of hydrogen on
the concentration of aluminum, contrary to the results from Delegard.
He found that formaldehyde produces hydrogen in the absence of any
oxidant, This is the only organic he found that did so; an oxidant was
required for all of the other organics studied. The organics he used

were selected based on the organics found in the Tank lOT-AN waste by
Strachan in 1986. He also found the activation energy for hydrogen
generatlon from immidodiacetic acid (IDA) was the same as found by
Delegard who started with HEDTAand did not determine the oYganics
remaining in solution after the reaction.

Duane concluded from the organics he studied that the decomposition
reaction is first order in the concentrations of the oxidant, the
organic, and hydroxide above some threshold. E. C (Gene) Ashby
(Georgia Institute of Technology) suggested that these results were
quite important for the general field of organi, c chemistry and that the

L,2
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spin off studies will be of great interest to organic chemists.

. Gene Ashby (Georgia Tech) presented the work that he and his coworkers
have done in the absence of a contract, As part of the work they will
be doing, they will need organic chemicals with deuterium substituted

, for hydrogen. They found that several positions are easily exchanged
when these organics are in aqueous solution and, hence, no useful
information would result from attempting to isotopically label these
positions. They developed a synthetic waste solution that can be used
as a standard for the waste studies because lt is a clear, homogeneous
solution, suitable for kinetic studies. The complexity of a slurry can
be incorporated later.

Gene also made some comments on the reactions that had been proposed by
Steve Agnew (LANL.) and proposed new reactions that were more consistent
with the information currently available on Tank I01-SY,

Gene and his coworkers also looked carefully at the mass spectrometer
data from the October 24rh event. These data clearly show that nitrogen
is being generated and that it is being _lenerated at the same molar
amounts as nitrous oxide. The probability of this happ,ening by
coincidence is very low. The formation of nitrogen ana nitrous oxide in
a one-to-one ratio suggests that these originate from a single
mechanistic path.

• N.E. (Ned) Bibler (WSRS)talked about the radiochemistry work that has
been carried out at the Savannah River Site. From this work, it has
been demonstrated that the presence of organics dramatically affects the
rate of destruction of nitrate and ni trlte and the evolution of
hydrogen,

• Dan Meisel (ANL, invited) described some of the theory behind the
radiolysis of solution containing high concentrations of nitrate,
nitrite, and hydroxide, He did not have results from work performed
under contract to WHCsince this contract has only been in place For
about two weeks. According to the theory, most of the reactions take
place in small volumes of solution (spurs) that are about 8 cubic
nanometres in volume and separated from each other by about 50
nanometres. Calculations suggest that 22% of the gammaenergy is
absorbed by the nitrate ion. A series of reactions are possible that
yield all of the gases found in the gases released from Tank I01-SY,

• E.J. (Ed)Hart (ANL, retired) discussed the work he performed at, the
Ri so National Laboratory of Denmark while a visiting scientist there
His results indicate that the radiochemistry of typical waste solutions
generates more hydrogen than nitrous oxide in the absence of organics
and that in the presence of organics, the major gas species is nitrous
oxi de.

DAY_LQ_-: FEBRUARY8, 199!.

. • There was a general discussion of core sampling. There is a generalconsensus of the panel members that the come sample will not yield all

of the information that is needed to develop the h_sical mechanism.
Therefore, there is a need For physical modellng p _,ilding and studying
small models of the tank and contents - in order to assure the
development of a mathematical model of the physical system that will
yield credible results and can be used to reliably determine the effect
of vai_iuu_ i_emediati .... '..... _-- "..... _" _^- _.... " --_.... u,, _,,=,,,=_. wa,, .=_,,_,u_, wu,, ,,=,,_, a,_u Bill
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Thompsonwill meet to developa programbased on physicalmodels. ."

• The role of the HanfordTank Waste SciencePanel was expandedto include
the ferrocyanidetanks There may be a more logical organizationof the
SciencePanel, since not all of the currentmembers of the Panel may
wish to deal with the ferrocyanide.issuesbecauseof expertiseor
availabletime. Other issuesare sure to follow making a new
organizationalstructureneeded T.H. (Thom)Dunning,J sked the
Panel membersto submit names of potentialPanel members7orathe
ferrocyanideissues.

• L.G. (Larry)Morgan (PNL),Dan Reynolds(WHC), and L. L. (l.ee)Burger
(PNL, invited)gave the backgroundon the ferrocyanideissues. Dan gave
some of the processhistoryand the possiblecontentsof the tanks• Lee
presentedthe work that he has done on the chemistryand
characterizationof simulatedferrocyanidewastes.

• The Panel was requestedby G• D. Johnson (WHC) in a letterto consider
three questions. The responseto these questionsis given below•

I) The Panel membersdeterminedthat, based on Dan Herting'sresultson
the recent samplesobtainedfrom Tank I01-SY,the potentialfor the
crust to burn is v_,Y'ylow.

2) Although there is still some discussionas to which mechanismis the
dominantmechanismfor the productionof hydrogen,the Panel members
agreed that, at this stage of the studies,both thermochemicaland
radiolyticmechanismsmay be used to explainthe generationof the gases
found in the gases vented from Tank I01-SY.

3) With respectto increasingthe ventilationrate in the tank, the
Panel membersconcludedthat the questionwas too complex to answerat
the presenttime and with the time allotted. The question is outside
the expertiseof many of the Panelmembers. AppropriatePanel members
will review the PositionPaper that will be written by WHC staff.

• RobertMarusich (WHC) set a memo to Denis Strachanrequestingassistance
on severalquestionsto which he needed informationFor a safety
analysis The responsefrom the Panel memberswas that these questions
are the same ones the Panel membershad raised in June 1990 and
representthe scope of work for the Panel.

• Through Larry Morgan John Deichman (WHC) verballyrequestedif a gas
generationexperimentwould be useful if additionalsamplescould be
obtainedwhile the tank farm crew was obtaininga core sample. The
responsefrom the Panel memberswas to obtain all the samplespossible•
There will not be enough sample from the core to obtain all of the
informationneeded. This extra sample is needed irrespectiveof whether
a gas generationexperimentis performed. In fact, a gas generation
experimentmay not be high on the prioritylist, but certainlyis a
potentialuse for extra samples.

If you have any questionconcerningthis material,_lease contactme. Over
the next two weeks, I will be writingthe more completeversion of these
minutes.

IIsncere
' _' '_'',_, n _Wl_1_rl TDI, ,_pi, ' _II ' '' _ili ,I, r,
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Denis Strachan,
ExecutiveSecretary
Tank Waste Science Panel

li

cc" Tank Waste SciencePanel Members
S Agnew (LANL.)
LL Burger (PNL)

' R Gerton (DOE/RL)
DL Hefting (WHC)
BMJohnson, Jr (PNL)
D Meisel (ANL)
GB Melinger (PNL)
LG Morgan (PNL.)
JTA Roberts (PNL)
J Tseng (DOF./H
H Walter (DOE/ )
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DESCRIPTION OF CESIUM-STRONTIUM SCAVENGING OPERATIONS
8,

The T Plant and B Plant bismuth phosphate process did not recover uranium.

The extraction waste, called metal waste, containing the uranium and

approximately 90% of the fission products was stored in underground waste

tanks. The first decontamination cycle (IC) waste, containing approximately

10% of the fission products was also stored irlunderground waste t'anks.

In order to recover the valuable uranium from the metal waste, the U Plant,

built as a third bismuth phosphate plant but not used as such, was converted

to a solvent extraction uranium recovery (UR) plant. The meLal wast.e solut;ion

was sluiced from the underground tanks, acidified and transferred to the UFI

plant. Tile UR plant waste was then returned to underground waste tanks.

The UR process (also called the TBP process since TBP [tributyl phosphate] ,was

the active solvent extractant) began production in November 1952. While the

process efficiently recovered uranium from the sluiced, acidified metal waste,

the process generated almost two gallons oi; waste to be stored for every

gallon of stored metal waste processed. Ways to reduce the volume of stored

waste were studied and resulted in the ferrocyanide scavenging process. (Note

that the 242-B and 242-T tank farm evaporators were placed in operation in

1951 to also reduce stored waste volumes.)

The objective of the ferrocyanide scavenging process was to remove the soluble

long-lived Cs-137 from the UR waste as a precipitate. The principal other

long-lived (approximate 28.5 year half life) fission product, Sr-90, was

alre-_dy essentially insoluble in the neutralized UR waste. The process

consisted of adding Fe(CN)6 "4 ion to the acid waste, adjusting the waste pH

to 9 ±I and then adding an equal molar amount of Ni +2 ion to produce a

Cs_NiFe(CN)_ precipitate and/or carry the cesium down along with other nickel

, ferrocyanide precipitates such as NizFe(CN) 6. lt was not, and still is not

M.I , n.... ii-ii1_,_



known, what the major ferrocyanide precipitate was. Since the major metal ion

in the waste was sodium, the likely major precipitate is NazNiFe(CN)a.

The ferrocyanidescavengingflowsheetwas tested in U Plant in October1953.
I

Both ferrocyanide(as K4Fe(CN)6)and nickel (as NiS04)were added to 0.005 _M

in the treatedwaste. The treatedwaste (530,000gallons)was routed to tank

T-lO1 for settling. Control of pH during the first half of the plant test was

poor, so only approximately I/2 (255,000 gallons) of the settled supernate was
cribbed in December 1953. (I)

Productionscavengingof the UR recoverywastes began in late September1954.

By this time there was a total of approximately21.2millon gallonsof

unscavengedUR waste in the tank farms. (Approximately13.1milliongallons

in 200E Area and approximately7.9 milliongallonsin 200W Area.)(z)

The initialproductionflowsheetconsistedof adding0.005_MK4Fe(CN)6to

the acidwaste and 0.005 M NiSOt,to the waste after pH adjustmentto 9 +I.

In some campaignsthe pH adjustedwaste was partiallyconcentratedbefore

addingthe NiSO4.

Flowsheetchangesmade to the scavengingoperationincluded:(I)

1. ReplacingK4Fe(CN)6 with Na4Fe(CN)6 (April18, 1955).

2. Testingand routineadditionof Ca(N03)z (0.016M)to improveSr

decontamination(April21, 1955).

3. Testingand additionof Sr(N03)z (O.O04M)to replaceCa(N03)z for Sr

decontaminationas the Sr(N03)z was available(August1955).

-4 and Ni .z4. Testing and routine use of 0.0025 M Fe(CN)6 instead of

0.005 M (August1955 test, November1955routine).

o

5. Added NazHPO4 to wastes that were low in PO4 z concentrationto

improveSr-gO retentionin soil (January1956).

I
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The scavengedUR waste was routedto a receivertank in the BY Tank Farm in
/

200EArea (usuallyBY-lO6,107 108 or 110) aLI._ care up to approximately

50,000gallonsper day. When the tank was ful"__,t_ waste streamwas switched
" to anotherreceivertank. The f'illedtank was allowed'tosettlefor a minimum

of one week and was then sampledat severalincrementaldepths and analyzed

" for pH, Cs, Sr, total B, total _ and PO4. If the Cs and Sr were within

limits,the tankwas then pumped to a crib/trenchvia a floatingsuctionpump.

Grab sampleswere taken from the dischargeline to the crib/trenchfor every

50,000gallonscribbed (100,000gallonsafter 6/55), compositedand analyzed

for the above componentsplus severalothers. The pump discharge.linehad a

continuousgamma monitormountedon it. The pump was to be shut off when a

suddenincreasein the monitorsignal indicatedthe tank sludgelevel had been

reached. The accumulatedsludge in the receivertanks was periodically

transferredto tanks BY-lO4 or 105. The expectedsludgevolumewas 7-10% of

the treatedsupernatevolume.

The UR wasteswere scavengedthroughoutthe remainderof the Metal Waste

Recoveryprogram. The last scavengedwaste from U Plant was receivedin the

200 EastArea in June 1957.

UnscavengedUR waste alreadystoredin 200E Area tanks before scavengingbegan

in U Plantwere routed (beginningin May 1955) to the 244-CRvault for

scavenging. There the pH was adjustedwith HNO3 and/orNaOH to pH 9 _+Iand

Fe(CN)6"4and Ni._ ion added (generallyto 0.005 M_each). If laboratory

analysisof the feed tank indicatedadditionalSr-90 decont_.ininationwas

necessary,calciumnitratewas also added. The scavengedwaste was then ,
1

routedto anothertank for settling,samplingand decantationto a crib. Note

that this procedureprobablyleft much of the original,alkaline-insoluble

solids(e.g.,Fe(OH)3) producedfromneutralizingthe UR waste in the original

" UR waste storagetanks. The primaryreceivertanks for this "in-farm

scavenged"waste were C-I08, 109, 111, 112. The expectedsludgevolume from

- the in-farmscavengingwas 10% of the treatedsupernatevolume. In-farm

scavengingwas completedin December1957.

II
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The original plans called for cribbing the scavenged supernate. However in

1956 it was found that Co-60 in the superqate would go to the groundwater and

exceed allowable limits. Considerable effort was expended trying to develop a

cobalt scavenging procedure while disposal to ground was held up. Eventually
W

it was decided to dispose the high Co-60 wastes to ground on a specific

retention basis (10/56). A Co-60 scavenging flowsheet was used on some in-

farm scavenging campaigns. This procedure involved adding Na2Sto 0,003_ in

the waste after adjusting the pH to 8.5-9.2, and then proceeding with NiSO4

and Na4Fe(CN)6 additions.

There were plans to do in-farmscavengingof the 200W Area UR waste also. A

projectfor chemicaladditionfacilitiesat the 242-T evaporatorand

laboratorystudieswere completed. Howeverno in-farmscavengingin 200 West

area was performed. The reason may have been that conditionsfor cribbing

and/or specificretentiondisposalin the 200 West areas were not very

favorable. The height of the soil column (surfaceto groundwater)at the BC

crib site was approximately340 feet which was much greaterthan under the 200

West or East areas. Examinationof recordsfor waste disposedto groundfor

both 200E and 200WAreas do not showgrounddisposalin 200WArea of scavenged

wastes other than those noted below.

The recordsfor scavengedwaste in 200W Area includethe U Planttest in late

1953where the treatedsupernatewas routedto T-I01, and in-plantscavenging

of first cycle T Plant supernates which were subsequently routed to TY tanks

I01, 103, and 104. (A total of 6 batches, with a total of 2.93 million

gallons disposed to TY cribs.)

The T Plant test used 0.005 M K4Fe(CN)6 added to the acidwaste, pH adjustment

to 9 :_I,additiQnof NiSO4 to 0.005 _M. Coatingwaste was to be combinedwith

the scavengedwaste either in the T Plant or undergroundwaste tank. lt was

plannedto scavenge750,000gallonsof first cycle wastes in the initialplant

test. Later informationindicatesthat incorporationof the coatingwaste

into the IC scavengedwaste gave poor decontaminationso the two waste types

were segregated. Routinescavengingof T Plant IC wastes startedon

December31, 1954 and continueduntil T Plant was shut down in August 1956.

Ii
11
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p

The effective reduction in waste volume, as discharged from the building was

approximately 88%. Note that the first cycle waste would contain less than

10%of the fission product Cs-137 and Sr-90 that would be in the original
D

charge. The metal waste contained 90+%of the fission products.
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_Iderably from batch to batch the volume Qf waste produced from the plant "__!_
I_ been greater than the flowshee_ value. Past plant experience indicates , :_,
that cribs and ._ludge storage facillties shoul, d be, sized to h_ndle volumes ._,._.,.
as much ae 20_ greater than the volumes shown on Figure i. If the ,_
facilltiem for waste scavenging are available by April, 1994, approximately _'_
3000 tons of uranium will remain to be processed in the TBP Plant. Con-

sequently, 29 to 3_ million gallons of neutralized-scavenged waste rill be
discharged from the TBP Plant to the settling tanks. The bulk of this _,

waste will be discharged to cribs. Approximately _._ to S million gallons ._:!_

of sludge would be permanently stored. , ,:,__ "

Storage 0f'Scaveuged Waate. As is indicated on Figure i, the sludge ";'_,_,
from the--scavenged_aste contalns at least half of the uranium* and essentia_
all of the Sr and Cs originally present in the TBP wastes. Since it may

be desirable in the future to recover the uranium and/or the Cs and Sr __from the sludge (preliminary laboratory feasibility studies are currently iu' ....

progress), the tankage presently equipped with sludge removal facilities ';"',_,ii'_
should be used for the scavenged wastes. In addition, the number of ;:i__

cascades used for storage should be kept low, so that any future removal __._._=
operations would be confinedto fev cascades..... ',',j,,_

Fission Product Concentrations. Aithough the _Jor portion of the ,J'i7:i_.__

, than cue year, this figurm has b_n chosen as the calculation basis for ,'__
the flovsheet. Iu calculating ths fission product concentrations it was .,_'_

o _--__assumed that the uranium umm subjected to an integrated pile e_pos_tre f .',.;.ili._ _

relativm amounts of short-lived fission products in the superuate and _',__
sludge. Although the concentrations of the short-half-life fission pro- :-'*__

ducts in the supernate are unimportant from a cribbing standpoint (these )i:_[_'_
fissionproducts decay to a tolerable level before reaching the water "_ I':'_'_,
table.}, they are important in designing the shielding (surface = ' ,!i,i:._,_ _
buried lines) for the lines leading to the cribs. For the l-year-aged ....,,',,j_,__

coulabe as hASh =s 2 curles/gal,with_u_, Zr__, aZaN__ all _on- i:)_:__. ,, ,, ,.. ...... r ',.,_,._;_,,.., _,. ,,, • ,;._._,
tributin a _ximately the same amount to, the,t.ot_.,:, ,,,,,,,,._.,.,, ,,.:,.4.g p_r ...... ., , ,_ , , ...... ,.., , ....... . , ..,,

,. ' _: ....... , ' " ,:?.:k'"._' _ ",'_'_'' '. ' ' ,",".,_":,_1_I_
Sludge _eatlng. Calculatlons havabeemma_e to _etermine the amount _!_J_

- ot hea_;_ic_ w_ll_e evolvesin tha tam_ c_nta_ns the ,lu_gef_m the +,'_!_
scavenging operatic. Yro_,the calculations i% ia concluded that a tan_ ,,._.,_

full trrsludge may _e _tc_ wlt_ou% boiling aa I_. as r_e minimum age of ...._'_
the _ste (time since pile discharge) is two years ' When the age of the ,':i
scavenged waste decreases below two y_ars, the sludge should not b_ '.,._,,..

.... .,'",4.

•) At pH 8._ to 9 the supernate from waste scavenging contains approximately -_-
0.15 g.U/l. With a 1% Plant loss, it is estimated that half the uranitum _!: .
will be precipitated with the sludge. At higher TBP Plant uranium waste ,,
losses a greater pot%ion of the uranium originally present in the com-
bined waste will be precipitated in the sl_ige. ':'
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FIGURES,FERROCYANIDESTUDY

L. L. Burger
February 8, 1991

ig. 1 Typical conditions and probable precip!_a/tes.
'Ig. 2 Representative Reactions, Products and_aximum energies.

, ig. 3 Enthalpy of formation, cyanides.
Ig. 4 Explosive Data
ig. 5 LANL Tests for PNL.
:Ig. 6 Typical thermogravimetric analysis of reaction.
:ig. 7 DSC, Air oxidation, (composition of sodium salt has not been

confirmed).
;ig. 8 DSC, Comparison of oxidation with nitrate salt and with mixed

nitrate-nitrifp (C'nmnnc_f_nn l_f nickel salt has not been
confi rmed_

Tig. 9 DSCof nickel salt after contact with dllute _au,,. _Prepared from
colloidal precipitate).

ig. i0 Effect of scan rate on DSC. Used for calculation of kinetic
parameters.

ig. 11 Typical time-to-explosion test.
;ig. 12 TTX plots of various mixtures. Dashed line is cesium nickel

ferrocyanide with 50/50 sodium nitrate/sodium nitrite. Line labeled
Csf, 5>OEDTAis cesium nickel ferrocyanide with 5>oEDTA added to
nitrate-nitrite mix. Remaining data are For nickel ferrocyanide
(not yet analyzed). P&B is Pfaltz and Bauer commercial Ni2Fe(CN)6.

ig. 13 Comparison of ferro- and ferri-cyanides. Compoundshave not yet
been confirmed. Ali nickel ferrocyanides are probably non-
stoi chi ometri c. _

ig. 14 Results of TTX tests, tlt at 360o is the time to explosion at 360°C.
'tTc'_is the estimated critical explosion temperature for the sample

!i, geometry used.

_!i "ig. 15 Kinetic data from Figure I0. Methods of determination of Ea include
_I I) isothermal rate measurements at different temperatures,
!t 2) From DSCby incremental AH measurements, from DSCruns at

I different scan rates by ASTMmethod or by Kissinger method. Thelatter was used here
-ig. 16 Typical activation energies ,qr explosive reactions.

li -ig. 17 Representation of thermal runaway conditions.
-ig. 18 Experimental temperature in 5 mmtube containing explosive mix. The

time to explosion with the thermocouple in place is much longer than
seen from Fig. 14 due to heat loss through the thermocouple.

_-ig'. 19 Log plot of TTX data using arbitrary temperature lag correction
-Ig. 20 Calcuiated dilution effects using heat capacity and transition data.
-ig. 21 Calculated energy required to heat I g of various substances.
-ig. 22 Dissociation and solubility data.

, Fig. 23 Radiolysis showing one potential route to ferrocyanide destruction.
Fig. 24 Radiation yields and the =ffect of high pH on radiolytic products.
Fig, 25 Present PNL program.
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